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IHTRODOCnOH 
General Probloas 
The synthesis and fate of the protein molecule in the living 
organism is a matter of outstanding ii^rtance to the physiologist 
and biochemist* Reasons for this are easily found when one considers 
that proteins are (1) catalysts of bio-gystems^ (2) the basic 
heredity unit when combined with nucledc acids* and (3) the material 
of which Tiruses are ooi^sed (agsdn in ooiiMnation with nucleic 
acids)* In addition to these major roles* one mi^t also point out 
the possible significance of proteins in the buffering of cytoplasmic 
solutions, and their effect cm the passage of electrolytes through 
membranes* 
A wide and varied literature has accuimilated concerning protein 
smd sraino acid metabolism. Yery little is known, however, concerning 
the synthesis axid fate of proteins and amino adds in green plants* 
(Me of the phenomena most readily demonstrated in green leaves 
is the rapid decline in protein nitrogen following excision of the 
leaf. In the past, it has not be€tn possible to detemrine idiether 
this pivjtein loss was due to a lowered rate of protein synthesis or an 
increased rate of protein i^drolysis (lii). Either hypothesis is 
possible, assuming that leaf proteins, like the studied aniraal 
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protfidns (38)« are nonaally tmdergoing simultaneous apithesis and 
degradation. !lcmev-er« this fundam^tal fact has not been confiroffid 
in plants. 
If the excision i^enoatmon is a reflection of the leaf's 
dependence on l^e rootji ^en it is likely* that the leaf's synthetic 
abilities are in some wigr limited. Thu8« a leaf stay be dependent on 
8|»cial procMets of root sjmthesis. The eQ3i^>arison of seised and 
attached leaves^ on the basis of etyiithetic abilities or lijaitations^ 
might provide clues as to the special functions of l^e indivicbial 
organs (ife.ji leaves and roots). 
Another o^eure feature of plant nitrogen oetabolisra is the 
synthesis of "esscmtial" amiino adds* Qre^ plants are apparently 
unique in their aMlity to srjmthesise aU amino acids from CO2 
and NHj. l%e origin of the armatic ring in pheflorlalanine^ etc.^ 
and the branched chain in leucine^ etc.j seesui especially int^* 
esting in t^at t^ese are structures requiring a mode of aisrnthesis not 
fully understood in any biological system. However, in atteu^ting to 
elucidate these mechanisms in hi^er plants, one mst be certain 
first, of the asynl^etic sites. An assun^tion that these s(yntheses 
occur in the leaf may not be time. 
The possibility that leaves may be dependent special prod* 
ucts of TOot synthesis was noted in connection wi^ the excision 
l^en<Haenon« Assusdng now that the loss of protein is due to a 
loweiNid rate of protein figmthesis, it is conceivable that roots 
supply oom precursor essential for nonisal scThthesis. fhe required 
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precursor could be an "essential" amino acid. If this is time, an 
excised leaf could be expected to synthesize little, if any, of the 
particular amino acid# 
The obscurity concerning "essential" amino acid does not ex­
tend to all araino acids. Previous workers (U7) have shown that both 
alanine and serine arise rather directly from the primary photo-
siynthate (glyceric acid or etc.), ijhich is, in turn, formed by conden­
sation of CO2 «ith a tHo-carbon unit. The early appearance of 
cl^-labeled aspartate (10) frtaa 0-^2 likewise indicate its 
origin from malic acid (or oxalacetate), following the cond^sation 
of Krruvate tdtli C^^2* origin of glycine is soiaewhat more 
agrsterious, in that this compound is uniformly labeled in short 
time ihl)* 
In addition to the lack of information on essential airino acids, 
no investigation has been raade on the incorporation of particular 
amino acids into leaf protein. This is a difficult problem to 
approach for two reasons* (1) leaf cells cannot be conveniently 
e^qjosed to labeled substrates other than C^2 Csee p. 17 ), and 
(2) the isolation of individual leaf proteins, on a raicro-scale, has 
not yet be^ accomplished. This latter fact can best be appreciated 
when on® considers the priMtive state of knowledge existing in tiie 
composition of leaf proteins. 
k 
Ps^otein Disposition of I-eaTeo 
!^t«in moleeules may differ from eaoh other« not on3y in sise* 
aisLno add eoRpt^dtiony and sequence* Imt also in itoleeular shape* 
ISius, the separation of a given species frm oteer proteins is often 
a difflciilt mtter# Biis is particularly true of plant proteins. 
On the basis of separabllitgr, leaf proteins have been considered 
of two tsfpesf non-soluble and soluble. Ihe n<aa-eoluble proteins are 
found associated %lth particulate structures} nuolei^ ohloroplasts^ 
and fflitoohoadria. Sudh protein accounts for up to of Hie total 
leaf protidn nitro^ (51)# 5?he soluble fsractiaa is presait in the 
protoplas.'de grouM substance of tlm (grtoplasm. A CQaq>arison of ohlo»-
plasts and soluble leaf proteins shows that th^ are very similar in 
amino acid o<^positi(»i (9). 
(^at difficulty has been encountered in solubilizing chloro-
plast ps'ot^. In tiK> instances, at least, a green protein solutim 
has been obtained which is electrophoretically horaos®neous, auad has a 
molecular -aeii^t of about 5 x 10^, However, there is sojne possibility 
that the observed h£«nogen«Kity is an artifact (51). 
fhe jaost 00B|)letely characterised imit has been the soluble 
protejji* It is knoun, for exaiipleji that this consists of t»o raain 
ftfacticms which are ffl^>arable both by electrophoresis and ultra-
centrifugaticai. Results based m the latter method have also shoiai 
that tee parti<m tenaed "Fracticai I" (lil) p^otsdn is apparent^ a 
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•ingle melttoitrotein speedes, which constitutes 23 to 5056 of the 
total «;rto|^asffilo protein in dicotyledonous plants* The "Fraction 
II* (^) protein is a adxtore of imcertain composition. 
Protein Tumorer in Leaves 
It is a veU known fact that almost all bdological raolecules are 
in a constant state of flvix. Ihis i^thesis and Ixroakdown of nffita* 
bolites has its signifioanoe in the fact that all noleoules having a 
trulT" djmamic role« as opposed to aere storage funoti<m« must suffer 
chemieal change In the course of action. 
Ilhen one o<msiders the (^^namic role played by ceartain proteins 
(i.e.9 enssgrmes^ antibodies^ etc*)* it seens reasonable l^at such 
action should be aoo<^panied l^y some change in t^e proton aioleeule. 
However^ it is also true that the inore passive plasm proteixis^ and 
ot^er proteins of the animal body# are in a constant state of flux 
(38). 
HL8torieal][y speaking# this was not an obvious fact. If the 
concentration of a particular awtabolite remained constantf there was 
indeed no way of guessing that the life of any particular molecule 
in the pool had a definite duration. This situation can best be de­
scribed as a "steadly state"} the rate of {synthesis equals the rate of 
degradation# so that there is no change in the concentration of the 
substance. The use of tracers makes it possible to measure this 
"turnover". "Turnover ^ e" is a v&sr of expressing the results of 
siMh aeasurttnent. This loay be defined as toe i&m required to 
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completel^sr replace all the molecules in a paridcular pool* l^ieoret-
ically, the measurement of turnover time is quite simple* For 
^ciunplet the oarboa^lii labeled precursor (A)« of a paz>tieular laetab* 
oUte (B)f ma;f be administered to a test organism. At tiined inter* 
valSf a sofi^le of the nietabolite (B) is vithdraun and assi^d fcur 
radioaotivi-^* This information may l^ien be used in calculating the 
rate at iMeh the labeled precursor (A), is converted to (6)« If 
(B) is in a "steac^y state" ^ it follows that its rate of disappearance 
nust equauL the rate at vhich (A) is converted to (B)« knowing tiw 
amount of (B) in the organism, it is thus possible to determine how 
long it would take to replace completely a pool of this size* 
In practice^ such Bu»asur«u»its are often vexy difficult to ob« 
tain. The measttreBwnt of leaf protein turnover time is especially 
arduous. 
feeding G^02 to an illuminated leef« the leaf protein will 
ra|d.d3y beo(»i» radioactive* The rate of «atry into the protein 
may be insured as a fuz^tion of time* Such measurments would, by 
thttiiselvesf be useless for purposes of determining turnover ^ me. 
Several reasons make this true* 
It is weU known that leaves do not normally <»dst in a relative 
steady state (in contrast to adult maiamals)* teaves are ei^er growing 
or approaahing senescence* It would be difficult to state that» at 
aiy particular time during their lives, the excretion of waste nitro* 
gonous produots equalled the rate of protfdn i^thesis* The 
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incoKporatioa of into protein would therefore be of doubtful 
significance, and might only indicate a net synthesis of protein. 
Jfowever, even if it were known that the incorporation occurred 
during a period in which there was no change in the total amount of 
protein, the significance of such "turnover" would still be uncertain. 
The following considerations make this obvious, 
Bie fact that proteins are coraposed of maaay amino acids makes it 
likely thaX different portions of the sam protein molecule are 
turning over at differmt rates# One might esspect that teirolnal, or 
otherwise peripheral amino acid residues, would "turnover" more rap­
idly than the interior residues. Bie raeehwiism of peripheral turnover 
might be a sii^Jle ©Kchange between the free and boynd amino acid. It 
is thus reasonable that the si^ficanoe of turnover depend upon 
the exact location of turnover in the protein laolecule. 
The %em, "leaf protein", is rather meaningless. Many different 
proteins are contained in the leaf. It is inconceivable that eveiy 
protein uralecule in the leaf would turn over at the same rate. 
For these reasons, a ineaningful picture of leaf protein turnover 
would necessitate (1) the isolation ^ d assay of individual anino 
aci(te from kamm locations in particular proteins, and (2) an assur­
ance ttot this protein was in a steady* state duilng the experimental 
period. The aforementioned state of leaf protein chemistrjr makes this 
task very difficult. 
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The work of Viokery, efc ^ ,(^0) has shown that the feeding of 
#5 results ia an incorporation of this isotope into plant protein, 
to the extent that lOjS of the protein nitrogen had originated during 
the eaperimmt (72 hou3Ps)« This result has been inteipreted to mean 
that protein hydrolysis is compensated for lugr a corresponding protein 
synthesis# In a general way, this appears to be true. However, this 
work and its interpretation is sonewhat ambiguous. 
The indeterminate nature of •Wiis finding resides in the fact that 
the total protein was studied rather than a single protein species. 
For this reason, a different inteipretation may be given the experi­
mental faotsj namely, that incorporation of #5 may be taking place 
to torm. a type of protein moleotiLe differing from that Molecule 
^ich is l^ing hydrolysed# This would furtiier ij^3y that the protein 
character of the leaf would be undergoing change with age. There 
are some existing data to show that this msy be a valid conclxision, 
PearsaH (31, 32) has found that the ratio of "basic N" to "total N" 
(as deteiroined Igr ICj^Ldahl method, etc.) decreased with the age of the 
leaf. This finding has led Pearsall to make the interesting specula­
tion that ther« msgr be two general types of proteinj one arising 
du3ri.ng growth, and another arising from photos^thesis in the mature 
leaf. 
In a recent paper tgr HcCc^y, Sublett, and Dobbs (28), an attempt 
was made to investigate the relation between the amino £ujid content 
and the dev«lopaent of ttie oat plant. For ttais purpose the plants were 
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grom tmder different li#t periods to prodtKse a graduated series of 
speciraens ha"ring the sase chronological but different pi^siological 
ages» At the end of the experiment the leaves, etc. were harvested 
and analysed for the total content of the seventeen comition amino 
acids# The insults were complex, but showed that relatively large 
chsmges in the proportions of the various anaino acids did occur with 
age# Unfortunately, the experiment was not designed to measure the 
protein amino acids and "soluble"* amino acids (i«e«, the amino acids 
sjcta'actable by 80^ ethanol prior to hBrdarolysis) separately# However, 
the changes in aiaino acid composition do point out the fact that 
changes in protein composition with age are plausible# 
Another facet of leaf protein change with age is the rather 
e:raiggerated one of leaf excision# 
Leaves, which are detached from the parent plant, with their 
petioles in water, suffer a loss of protein ^ ^ich is proportional to 
time (lli)# Axelrod and Jagendorf (k) have found that during a period 
when a 50^ reduction in total proton had occurt^d, the content of 
several ©aaymes renained unchanged# To maintain -i^s steady state in 
the pres^ce of general protein loss could in^>ly that leaves prefer­
entially aynthesise certain proteins, depending on the prevailing 
envisvn»®atal or metabolic cwiditions# 
Purpose 
An exaiainatioo was made of (1) asd.no acid and protein metabolism 
of excised and attached leaves, (2) the relative turnover rates of free 
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aTdno acids, (3) the origin of leucine and phaigrlalanine, (ii) aalno 
acid ^ d protein sgmthesis of leaves in the dark, and (5) amino 
acid and protein Sfyn'Uiesis in iimoature leaves. In addition to the 
above observations, an attempt vas made to (1) deteiTidne the turnover 
rates of individual leaf proteins, and (2) prepare a id.ssue-fr©e leaf 
eell suspension, which may be used as a systan for the stud^ of pro­
tein and amino acid metabolism. 
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EXPERBfMTAX, METHODS 
In essence, a rather tisrpical experiment would contain the 
follouing sequence of eventss 
(1«) feeding the leaf 0^^*02 or other labeled substrate, 
(2.) killing the leaf iimaersion in boiling 80^ ethanol 
or liquid nitrogen, 
(3») extraction of 80j5 etdianol-soluble mterials, 
(k») hydrolysis of 80J? ethanol-insoluble materials, 
(^•) isolation and quantitization of metabolites following 
«xtraction and hordrolysis via| 
(a.) ion exchange, and 
(b.) chroBiatograi^, and 
(6*) degradation of labeled moleciiles* 
In addition to the above, two less general techniques have been 
resorted to, viz,} 
(1.) the preparation of cell suspensims from soEZ-bean leaf, and 
(2.) the isolation of leaf proteins# 
Feeding Methods 
General 
Feeding a leaf C^^^K)2 is, in mx^ instances, -Uie raost satisfaotoiy 
type of carbon-lit adsainistration. The utilization of GOg is not only 
very rapid, tait also the starting material {BaC^C^) is considerably 
more eeonoinieal than any other C^-labeled substrate. Unfortunately, 
0^02 is not a "specifio" tracer (except, of course, in a 
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photosyntiietic sense)* For those cases where one •wishes in-
•VBstigate a single iaetabolic path (e.g.# glycine to serine), a 
specific tracer (e#g,, glycine-^-C^) is necessary# 
In altsost all of the present work, C-^^'Og was used as the tracer. 
This raeans, of course, that those materials which are inost closely 
related to raaabers of the photosynthetic cycle will be the most 
rapidly labeled. Coiapounds vhose ^thesis nd^t require some 
pre»fo3rmed carbon structure, which is in turn made ly toe root, would 
be labeled at a rate possibly liiaited ty the rate of translocation. 
By considerations such as these, plus other data, it was hoped that 
C^Og feeding would illuminate the 3P«aJor paths of aiaino acid and pro­
tein metabolism* 
Feeding ohambera 
Bwee types of f®®di.jng chambers were used. For the purpose 
of exposing an attached leaf to apparatus described by 
Vemon (hS) ma convenient. In terief, this chamber consisted of two 
glass h«^spheres which were fitted together at ground flanges. The 
leaf petiole ran throu^ a clay-packed indentation in the flanges in 
such a manner as to expose only the single leaf to the C^'^2 (^S* D* 
A finger pvmp (Sigmaaotor, Inc.) served to keep the gas in circulation. 
For purposes of feeding excised leaves, a plastic chamber with 
hinged lid generally was used (Elg. 1 and 2). The small internal 
volume of Idie chamber allowed for increased pdckup of CliiOg, without 
the necessity of using a circulating pung). At the experiment*s 
•LMS LOLLIPOP 
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EXCISED LEAVES 
VIAL OONTAINtNO 
1-2 ML. M.O 
RUAAER STOPPER 
> 
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NTSET WITH 
METAL PLATES 
GLASS HEMISPHERE FOR FEEOINO 
INTACT PLANTS 
( FROM SENERATOR) 
PLASTIC SOX WITH HINOED LID FOR FEEOINS 
A NUMBER OF EXCISED LEAVES 
fig. 1# 0^02 Feeding Chambers. 
Ik 
BRASS PLATE-
FROM C% GENERATOR-
HINGED LIO 
I 19/38' 
BRASS PLATE-
PERFORATED PUJG 
-i 19/38 
-TO VACUUM GAUGE 
a PUMP 
VOLUME OF CHAMBER ca. 75 ml. 
Pig» 2, Plastic 0^02 Feeding Chamber, 
1$ 
terffilxuition« the lid was pryed open ty insertion of a screw driver 
between the brass plates. In order to move cl^2 generator 
to the ehaaber^ a partial vaouun (about 12 inches of mercury) was 
applied to the chamber before the generator stopoook was opened. A 
liberal applicaticm of Celvacene (light) to the lid edges nade the 
apparatus air tig^t. 
It was necessary to supply water to the petiole when exposing 
leaves to C-^2 tine periods. This was done l:y feeding in a 
"lollipop" chamber (fig. 1). 
generator 
fhe apparatus idiioh has finally evolved in this laboratoiy seems 
much superior to earlier model generators. It has the virtues of a 
small internal volume^ and of being less subject to accidental genera-
tioa of C^2« ^ shown in figure the apparatus was fabricated from 
a large^ hollow stopcock. A small vacuum (about $ inches of a^rcury) 
was pRiUed on the generator and the C^2 generated by the injection 
of 5*10^ perchloric or phosphozlc acid, \thea thus generatedj^ the 
Cl^2 convwaiently stored until the time of feeding. 
Preparation of BteHO^O^ 
A 0.1 M solution of was prepared in the following manner. 
BaC-^2 C9.ii B®.} 7.2 mimouries/millimole) was carefully placed 
to the center well of a conical* side-armed Warburg vessel (about 
2$ ml.)I 0.10 M SaOH (O.^O ml.) was placed in the center well and the 
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B. 
SERUM VIAL 
STOPPER 
SYRINGE 
W/ACID 
PARAFFIN-FILLED i 29/42 
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h ~ l .  
BoC'^0 
LEAF 
CHAMBER 
VOLUME OF GENERATOR ca. 18 ml. 
Fig, 3. 0^2 Generator. 
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side-»ara was filled with ^)* After replacing all 
stoppers tightly^ the acid was carefully tipped into the flask. 
An "incubation" time of 12 hours insured the qiumtitative forsiation 
of NaHC-^^, In the event of long storage (1 week« etc.), the vessel 
should be stored in the cold. Upon prolonged standing the HgO in the 
HaI83^^2 solution will diffuse into the more concentrated H^POi^ 
lea-wing a solution of unknowi concentration. This situation could be 
corrected Ijy itwOdng the fugacities of both solutions equal. 
This solution was useful for the administration of to 
cell suspensions. 
(Klyoine-g-C^ adsAnistration 
The difficulty of administering a G^»labeled substrate, other 
than to leaves is a major stumbling block in metabolic 
investigations. Three general metiiods are available : (1) trans­
location "Uirough the petiole, (2) vacuum infiltration, and (3) leaf 
sprsering (2i4). Cai3y one has teen used in "toe present work| trans-
locati<m of a solution through the petiole into the leaf blade. Biis 
technique requires that sufficient time be gLvm for the solute to 
reach the metabolic reaction site. Obviously, a uniform concentration 
of solute will not surround each cell of the leaf. Studies on the rate 
of substrate utilization and turnover are thus not feasible tgr this 
means, with the possible exception of those cases wherein the utili­
zation and turnover are imich slower than the rate of solute entiy 
into toe leaf. However, this method is \xseful for qualitative studies 
on the fate of a particular metabolite. 
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NoOH 
Boc'^O. 
U. Preparation of NaHC-^^, 
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The leaf was removed from the parent plant ty making a rapid, 
slantwise cut aa the petiole. Excision was perfomted under a sixrfaoe 
of water with a sharp razor blade. The petiole of the detached leaf 
wa,8 kept in tap water for several hours prior to the experiment. 
During this period, the leaf was subjected to the same light and 
temperatxire eonditioas ^ diich were to be used during feeding, 
«uch careful pre-treatment, it was hoped to Mniadae wounding, allow 
for a steady state to be attained, and to determine whether or not 
ttie leaf would be viable^ under the experimental conditions. 
(aycine-2*G^ (1-2 mg.| 1 aillicure/milliraole) was placed in a 
small glass vessel (inside diaiaeter about 6 m.) and dissolved in 
ICK) microliters of HgO (or an amount sufficient to barely cover the 
cut end of the petiole). The leaf was carefully observed after 
transfer to this solution, water was added vtim the cut section 
"Wireatened to be exposed to air. The experisieat was terminated by 
iaaeraing the leaf in boiling 80)6 ethanol. 
^Excision of leaves is not alwiQrs successful. Injury to vas­
cular elme«ts of the petiole may occasionally slow water movment 
to the ext«it tiiat wilting occurs. In such an event, movement into 
the leaf ceases, and the e:^riffleEit is vitiated. 
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light SQiiToe 
In all leaf feeding experiments, an unfrosted, 150 V/. incan­
descent bulb was used as the li|^t oouroe* The filament of the bulb 
was at a distance of one foot ftrom the leaf surface and, at this 
distance, delivered a light intensity of 275 foot candles# 
Monitoring 
It was occasionally useful to deteisnlne the uptake of 
duzlng the course of an e^eriment* For '^lis purpose, the simplest 
expedient was the insertion of a thin window Q. M« tube into the 
ciKJulating radioactive atmosirfiere# Canraercial models of a suitably 
modified Q» M» tube were available but were unreliable. After con­
tact wildi G^Og, the tube window became excessively oontajninated, 
yieldiii^ a background cotmt of 173 counts per minute (normal back­
ground is about ^  counts per minute). Ihis C-^g pickup was 
apparently irreversible, as determined ly passage of inert COg 
over the window with no difflLnuldon of the activity. 
A more reliable piece of apparatus ms^r be constructed from a 
tube whose window has not been coated with black paint (2l|,). 
Critique on C'^g administration 
In general, -Uiere aire two principal ways of carrying out an 
isotope experiomt} stea^ state and transient state administration 
of the labeled substance. 
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The :nore widely used method consists of feeding toe label for a 
very short time period as con^ared to the Kxperimeixt length {i.e., 
transient state feeding). This allows one to gather data concerning 
rate processes and the determination of precursor relationships (36), 
The less common method involves feeding the label at a constant 
rate for the duration of the experiment (i.e., steady state feeding). 
IMs method also is useful in establishing precursor relationships. 
Both methods have certain difficulties* In transient state 
feeding it is difficult to supply sufficient label for the deter­
minations of metabolite specifio activities. Stea(^ state feeding, 
while supplying material of hi^ specific activity, is a very exacting 
method. 
In most of the reported work, neittier of these two critical 
mthods were applied. The reasons for not doing so were the afore-
iMntioned diffieiilties in either obtaining sufficiently high levels 
of activity or maintaining a given level of G^g. In addition, 
there was apparently little to be gained| the needs of the in­
vestigation cfflaMned with the lack of specificity of CpJiOg toad© the 
more rigorous methods superfltious. 
There is, however, am possible serious objection to liie sin^ler 
feeding method. As was indicated previously, the feeding apparatus 
is a closed ^stem. At the beginning of an experinmt, the COg 
concmtration was calculated to be about ten tiaws that of the noi^l 
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ateosphere using the plastic chamber and 2 mg, of BaCO^)# 
After one hour the GO2 concentration was less than that of the 
atmosphere. 
The lack of a constant GOg pressure can be expected to alter the 
rate of processes directly dependent on COg concentration (i«e», car-
boxylations and decarboxylations). It was assumed that, once foraed, 
the amino acdds would be raetabolized at a rate reasonably independent 
of COg pressure. Ifowever, in one instance, sliort tin® feeding was 
applied. This was the experimsnt dealing with the rate of amino acid 
turnover in leaf punches (p. 72 )• 
Extraction and l^drolysia 
E3ctrac-H.oB wi'Ui 80^ ethanol 
By means of boiling 80$ ethanol it is possible to make a useful 
separation of leaf components. Furthermore, this reagent is an 
excellent killing agent so that no transfer is necessary between the fe'O 
stages} killing and extraction. 
With one such extraction ml, of 805? ethanol for 30 minutes 
with about UOO mg. of fresh tissue), it was possible to re/iove 90% 
of the ethanol-extractible material. As a general course, at least 
two extractions were made prior to hydrolysis of the insoluble residue. 
This r«3iaining residue consisted chiefly of cellulose, starch, pro­
tein, and lignin. 
Quantitative eoctraction was of basic iiaportance. The appearance 
of andno acid activity in protein may have several different meanings. 
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Such activity could indicate either pl^sical adsorption or incor­
poration* (The incorporation could further be due to eiliier 8in?)le 
esKshange at peripheral locations or to actual tumorer, as indicated 
on p* 7 ), The v«iy fact of amino acid incorporation into protein 
may be questioned if the extraction were less than quantitative* 
This is a question considered by Simpson and Tarver (hO) in their 
investigation of anlno acid incorporation by liver slices* These 
irozlcers showed that the a!nino acid incorporation into liver protein 
vas not due to ptiysical adsorption hy the demonstration that there 
was no uptake at anaerobloallyj or in the presence of 
respiratory poisons* 
In addition to l^ese critexda^ other workers (39) hare shoim 
that the Incorporation of the radioactive L-mino acid into protein 
could not be duplicated by the D-isomer* Furthermore, ncaie of the 
incorporated asdno add could be removed by incubation «ith large 
aBK>unts of inert carrier, hot trichloracetic acid, alkaline washing, 
nini^^-drin, or oxidation with perforndc acid* 
In the present work, it has been possible also to show that aniino 
acid incozporation is a reality and not due to incomplete extraction* 
Two eaperiiaents served to deinonstrate this* 
In one case, the dark fixation of C^2 ^  ^ Cp»92 ), it 
was possible to detect a much different ratio of protein radioactivity 
to free amino acid radioactivity, when compared to jdckup in the 
light* In another instance, a leaf cell suspeni^on contained no 
labeling in tiie protein in the presaace of highly labeled free amino 
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adds (P«83 )• These examples served to confirm the reality of 
amino acid incorporation* 
Alcoholic extraction may be far from quantitative when using 
systems ot^er than leaves or intact cells* A case in point was the 
"incojrporation" of glycine-2»d^ into the protein of a chloroplast 
preparation* Repeated detractions of the acetone iscecipitated 
material ccajtinued to yield activity after five treatments* The ad­
sorption was probably caused by the presence of free starch grains and 
finely divided chloroplast fragments* 
Extraction apparatus and method 
Leaves were laost simply killed ly rapid immersion in a beaker 
containing 50 ml* of boiling 80^ ethanol. Extracticai was allowed to 
proceed for 30 minutes at a moderate reflux rate* A globe-type 
water ccmdenser allowed one to reflux tJie alcohol solution in the 
beaker without loss of solvent* Itoring extraction, the fleshly por­
tions of the nddrib and petiole were crushed with a stiirring rod* 
An apparently reliable ^ uge of con^eie extraction was the total 
removal of chlorophyll from all parts of the leaf* 
The lipid firaction (chlorophylls, carotenes, fats, etc.) was 
rftTioved by extraction of toe 80^5 ethanol extract with an equal 
volume of Skelly A* This purification was helpful in preparing good 
chromatograms of the total extract* 
Prior to ion exchange and chromtography, it was usually nec-
essaiy to concentrate the solution* This operaticai was performed in 
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tiro stages^ depending on the amount of ocmeentraticm iihich was 
needed* For ijurposes of ion exdhange, it waa necessary to reduce 
the wlume to approximately 5 lol* The apparatus used (lig. 5) 
allowed (me to rapidly concentrate the ethanol solution to a few 
milliliters at essentially room temperature* An ordinary aspirator 
{o'odiujed sttffioient vacuum for this purpose* Further oonoentral^on 
in this ai^aratus was difficult in that su^rheating and loss of the 
material <»i the flask walls affected both the quality and quantity of 
recovered aatezlal* These objections were overcome by use of the 
adero evaporating dish;^ depicted in Figure 5« It was thus possible to 
eoneentrate 100 ml. of radioactive extract to $0 aioroliters^ in 
essentially li90^ yield* Application of these ^  laioTOliters to a 
paper obremtogtm was quickly performed* The extra aianipulation 
mr« ihm eoa^ensated for the tirae loss and anrusyance accoi^tanying 
the repeated application of a dilute 8oluti<»3* 
Hsrdrolygla of t^e SCHt ethanol-dnsoluble I'esidue 
The direct hydrolysis of the alcohol insoluble residue in boiling 
6 R Kca. resulted in the formation of brown or black pigm^ts (hundn) 
within or three hours* After 12 hotirs of such treato^ty 
i^pn^diaately B$% of the activity in the starch was lost* !!%e loss 
of protein radioaddviiy was not measured^ but it was assumed that 
certain of "toe aiaino acids had been at l^st partially destz^ed* 
That such destruction can be a source of error in the amino acid 
analysis of proteins is evidenced by the immense literature on IMs 
subject (7)* 
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Humln format!Q& spears to be a function of carbohydrate con-
cm tration (7). 13ie reaction is catalysed trace mineral con-
tandJiants in hydixchloric acid (27) • 
Constant boiling hydrochloric acid could have been used in the 
present voxk* However, it was felt that the trace sdnerale regaining 
in "Uie leaf, even after eschaustive ethanol extraction, would .make such 
a refinement futile* 
Ely taking advantage of the following two facts it was possible 
to reduce hurain formation* 
(1,) HUfflin foimtion is proportional to carbohydrate 
o<mc^tration. 
(2,) fhe hydrolysis of starch is essentially cois^jlete after 
three hours at 100 " C. in 1 H Hd. 
The method used throughout the reported work is described below. 
The alcohol-extracted leaf was placed in a 12 ral. centrifuge 
tube and hydrolysed for 2h hours at 75 C, with 5 ral, of 1 H HC1» This 
treatoent was most conveniently carried out by closing the tube with 
a small marble and placing in a drying oven at 75 ^C« At tiie end of 
hydrolysis, the ranaining leaf tissue was centrifuged down and the 
clear supemate removed. In a typical experiment this supemate con­
tained approxliaately 85^ of the carbohydrate activity and approxi­
mately 5056 of the protein activity* Analysis of the resultant solution 
tiy paper chronatography and ion exchange showed that almost 95^ of 
the andno acid activity was in the form of free amino acids. The 
remaining dU.d not correspond to known aidno acids and may have been 
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peptide units. Continued lydrolysis of ttie solution in 6 N HGl 
did not reveal the preswice of aiy new amino acids but only the slight 
reenforcenient of those already noted. In the ensxiing studies, it was 
felt ttiat continued hydrolysis of the 1 N HCl solution was unnecessary. 
The reiaaining leaf residue was suspended in 6 N HCl and hy<iro'" 
lyaed, above, for another hours. The soluble and insoluble 
residue (termed "crude fiber") were separated ly filtration through a 
sirall filter paper disk. The "crude fiber" was washed with water and 
dried with a current of warm air on the filter paper. When thoroughly-
dry, the crude fiber saraple was counted on the paper without further 
treatment. 
Under normal operating conditions, the 1 K Hd hydrolysate was 
stored until the following day. At this tin® it was combined idth 
ttie 6 N HCl hydrolysate and the entire :aixture was vacuum distilled to 
remove Hd and finally ion exchanged. 
The method described has certain obvious advantages over the 
more rapid sealed->tube and reflux methods. This was especially true 
vhm a numl^r of sauries were run simultaneously* In the present work 
the extra time required for hydrolysis was used to complete separa­
tions on the ethanol-soluble materials. 
Icm Exchange 
The use of ion exchange had but one objectj the removal of con­
taminants which would interfere idth paper ohroraatographic separations. 
These contaiKlnanta werej (1) the araracmiuni chloride and metallic 
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chlorides formed daring hydrolysla of the leafj^ and (2) the radio­
active su^a and acids nonaally foKned daring photosynthesis. The 
latter materials were asost easily removed by passage throu^ a bed 
of Mberlite IR-120 in the cycle. The cationic materials (all amino 
acids,® amonium ions, and metallic ions) are held by the resin. The 
effluent contains the mutral (sugars, etc.) and anionic (organic 
acids# etc.) Materials. Bie complete removal of these materials was 
li^ortent for toe reason that in most instsaices constituted the 
major portion (about 80^ of •Uie radioactivity and thxis could cloak 
the positicm of possible amino acids on the chroraatograsi. 
Tne interference created ly aiamoniuni and metal clslorides was of 
a different nature. jOa this case, the contandnants toought about 
irregularities in Uie size, shape, and location of the amino acid 
spots. A number of investigators have remedied tois situation by 
"de^^alting", prior to chroiaatograplxy, by either electrical (17) or 
ion exchan^ methods. The method finally used was a modification of 
that of Carsten (13). This method relies on the fact that an^holytes, 
bound to a resin in the acid qfcle, sjay be removed with NHj^OH. Ma­
terials of stronger cationic character, i.e., most metal ions, would 
remain bound to the resdji. VH.th this means it is possible to sep­
arate the amino acids from mineral contaminants. 
*Hlth the possible eaxseptdons of taurine and C7steic acid 
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In the presmit method, a small column of IR-120 was used. 
Previous vork had shown that ion exchange resins may retain some 
radioactivity (possibly of the total) after passage of a radio­
active soliition through the column. For this reason new colusms 
were prepared for each use» 
This was most easily done tgr having on hand a supply of pre­
viously charged and washed IR-120* The charged, clean resin was 
stored under water in a flask and for use was singly transferred to 
the column wito the aid of a wide raouth pipet# 
Sraall oolunais were used (Fig. 6) in order to miniraize the volun® 
of eluent and the time necessary for elution. The bed volume used 
was approximately 8 mm# x 150 BWW 
The radioactive extract, in S rrl, of H2O, was placed on the 
coliBan, After this volume of material has been absorbed into the bed, 
a small amount of water (approximately S !nl») was added to wash the 
upper part of the colujm. Water was added until 2$ .nl, of effluent 
had been collected. This solution was assayed Tjy plating a known 
volume on a gL&sa disk. 
ELution of the amino acids was acccwiplished bgr running 25 ml. of 
3 N NHji^OH through the column. Assay was performed on glass as above. 
The solution was concentrated ^  vacuo prior to chromatography, 
IsSsen used as described, the method gaVe a salt free solution of 
amino acids suitable for chromatography. The elution of aniino acids ^ as 
qusaititative, ejKsept for arginine, lysine, and histidine, as 
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dfiterssdned ty quantitative paper chromatograpiiy. The recovery of 
arginine and Isrsine m.s approxL-aately S7% and that of histidine 
somewhat higher (approximately ^S%)* In all of the reported data, 
figures for these compounds have been suitably corrected# 
ELution from IR-100, as perfojnaed by Carstoi (13)# was appar­
ently quantitative for all amino acids. It was fouiwi, however, that 
this resin gave a certain amount of color "throw" (i.e., some resin 
was dissolved by the NHjjOH). When placed o« paper this contaffidnation 
caused difficulties siitiiliar to that produced mineral contaminants, 
•yiiM nuHifyii^ the previous purification. 
Paper Chronatography 
QuantAtative method 
Ihe techniqtus of quantitative analyd.s by maana of filter paper 
chrcwjatograpliy has been reviewed by ^ ock, Le Strange, and Zweig (8). 
These authors noted the following gexieral methodst 
(1.) W-sual comparison of spot size and color intensity with a 
st^idard 
(2.) ELution of material witli subsequent measurement of 
color, etc. 
(3.) Area of spot 
(k») Itotal color of spot 
(5.) Maxiimim color density 
(6.) Area x density metiiod 
(7.) Retention analysis 
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Of these various methods, the "Area of Spot" technique was chosen 
for use because of its singjlicity and accuracy, about (8)» 
In essence this method is as foUowst 
The mixture of amino acids is placed at the origin and distrib­
uted over the filter paper ty solvent flow# After spraying with nin-
hydrin and heating, the colored spots are carefully marked and the 
areas measured. Each area will be proportional to the logarithm of 
the ccaicentratlon of each ainino acid (19)* Although simple in prin-
oij^e, certain precautions met be observed in order to obtain ade­
quate precision, 
(1.) It was observed tliat spot areas of identical concentration 
were not idenidcal >^en obtained und(^ even sli^tly diff­
erent conditions (areas are greater at higher tenperatures 
and with longer mm an the paper)* To obtain jaeaningful 
data, it is necessaxy to aiake simultaneous coaiparisons 
with a standard solution on the soRte sheet of paper* 
(2*) Only spots i^iich are reasonably syroetrical and well separ­
ated from other materials be used* 
(3*) A numb«r of replicates on the sarae sarnple must be iron* The 
results of such comparisons should be within the desired 
per cent variation* (In soi^ instances, an error of in 
area measurement jnay lead to a lOjS error in the final 
result)* 
The above requirements restrict one to the use of one-diraensional 
passes even thou^ the two-difflensional inethod allows for better 
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resolution. In order to separate sQl amino acid®, a nmber of 
(Efferent solvmts were used in long one-dimensional passes on impli­
cate saaiples# 
Irregular momment of spots (i.e., streaming, fronts, etc.) was 
best controlled Igr •Uie use of relatively pur© a??dno add solutions and 
buffered paper and solvent. The jneans Igr which this was done is 
discussed in detail. 
(l4.) Non-wiifoinnity of paper is a possible source of error, 
especially in cases where tfie buffered paper is used, 
and the spot area is B»asured by weighing the out-out 
papm*. In twenty five trials, t^e maxiinum variation of 
tsaffered paper wei^ts, of the same area, was±li.3^» 
Bie uffltood of HcFarren (29) irais especially valuable in the sep­
aration of and.no acids in one dimensicai. the use of long des­
cending passes, it was found possible to separate the twenty common 
amino acids running replicate ssunples with both paper and solvent 
buffered at a selected pH. 
In the present work, it was necessary to use only two buffered 
solvents and papers in order to separate nost of the araino acids 
Cffimnonly occurring in soybean and tobacco leaves. Biese were (in 
order of eascellence) t (1) phenol and paper saturated witti pH 12.0 
lAiosi^ate buffer, and (2) a-cresol and paper saturated with pH 8.i» 
borate buffer. 
Occasioaaally, it was useful to allow the i^enol solvent to drip 
off the serrated ends of the paper in order to in^rove the separation 
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of asparagine and glycine® (Big. 6), VSien this was done, a saaU ali­
quot of the dye "Fast Green" (Rf= O.Ul) was run next to the amino 
acid mixture in or(^ to ^ sualize the optimum time of solvent flow. 
In the case of m-oresol, "Tropeolin OCX)" was found a wjavenient 
markM' (Bf = 0,58). 
l^e israino acids were detected with a nin!i;ydrin solution of the 
following ooiapositiont 0,k^ nin^drin dissolved in 50 parts of HgO 
saturated j^mol, ^  parts of 95J6 ethaaol, and 10 parts of glacial 
acetic acid. To develop the colors, the paper was heated at 75*^0. 
for 5 minutes. This reagent was suffi<dQit3y acid to give an 
optimum pH for the ninhydrin reaction on the buffered paper, 
The fact that one cannot pre-calibrate the method by drawing 
curves from experimental data^ forces one to calculate each concen-
traticm separately. Certain mathematical considerations make these 
calculations possible vhen a minimum of three spots are applied to 
a single chromatograra. The following derivation and description 
demonstrates tliis fact. 
®It was found that this system gave a poor separation of 
glutamine and alanine. To correct this situation, a portion of the 
extract was l^drolysed in 1 N HOI prior to chromatography. 
this was done, the asparagine and glutamino were converted to the 
free acids and the "drip" method was not required. 
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If the logaarithni of concentration is proportional to the spot 
area, Uien it follows that a change in concaitration (G) produces a 
proportional change in "toe spot area (A), 
Integrating without limits one obtainsj 
lo^ + a = k(A + b) = kA +• kb, 
logC = kA + kb +- a. 
If one adds the constants (kb, and a) to yield a new constant (B)^ 
kb + a = B, 
one obtains the equation (the equation of a straii^t line 
intercept B)^ 
viss: logG proportional to A. A 
therefore, dlogC = kdA, 
and (equation 1). 
lo^ = kA +• B (equation 2), 
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integrating equation 1 between limits one obtains j 
% % 
H" -r 
02 A2 
log G1/G2 = k(A^«A2). 
Let attd Gg be different siaed aliquots of the aam solution, 
placed on different spots of the same paper* After chrcwsatogra^by, 
the respective areas vill be A^ and Aj* 
If = SCg# then the esqpression becomes (solving for k), 
, - 0*30 
It is thtxs possible to calculate k from two spots of vmknovn 
oonc^ntratim if the ratios of their ooncen1»>ation are knoun* 
In practice, twice as mari^ 5 microliter aliquots were placed on one 
of -toe two spots of unknown oo^sitlon^* After chroraatograid^r and 
ninhydrin treatment, the spot areas were marked, cut out, and weighed 
to the nearest 0*1 mg* fhe constant, k, was then calculated from the 
difference in weights, Ai»A2^» 
fflicroliter plpets were obtained from Microchemical Specialties, 
Bericel^, California. 
spot area is proportd.onal to spot weight 
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OR still another spot was placed a sample of known opposition 
(coneantration =: C3» area a A3)• After measuring this spot, it was 
possible to caloiilate B from obtained above^ and equation 2, i« q*, 
B ^ log C^*kA^« 
The value for B was now used in equatioo 2, to determine the 
concentraldlon of the "unknown" spot# 
Alternatively, the data were substituted in the equation (de­
rived from the preceeding simpler equations)* 
CAx"^3) 
log0i=0.30 logOj. 
% this method it was possible to deteriaine 20 ndoa^igrams of an 
amino acid with an accuracy of approximately IC^# 
Qualitative method 
In order to identify all the amino acids in a leaf extract, it is 
necessary to prepare only a single two-dimensional chrc^tograra, This 
desirable cdrcuastaaice is due to the work of Le^ and Chung (27), 
iMeh was baaed on the Biethod of McFarren (29)# 
In brief, this metood utilizes long descending passes (about 18 
inches) in first, an acidic solvent (BAWt n-butanol-acetic acid-waterj 
UsIs5 by voluae, the organic phase was used) and secondly, with a sol­
vent (m-cresol-phenolj Itl ty volme, and then saturated wit^ the 
borate buffer) and paper buffered with borate at pH 9•3* Following 
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completion of the first pass, tiie paper was remored from the ohroma-
tograpl^ chamber and dried. The one dlmenaionally spread amino 
acids were covered two narrow glass strips (2 inches wide) and 
the paper was sprayed with the borate buffer# When dry, the glass 
st3Elps were removed and the chromatogram was run in the m-cresol-phenol 
solvent. 
The asdno acids were detected with a ninhydrin reagent of the 
following offinpositioni 0.1^ ninlgrdrin in 9$% eliianol containing 
collidine, ((to the buffered paper used, this reagent was preferable 
to the preparatitm on p# 35.) 
A faster, simpler method of amino acid ideitification is that 
reported by Redfield (37)• Althou^ the separations are not as well 
defined as those obtained by the above method, the procedure is very 
usefiol. The Redfield technique is based upon the use of very samll 
fc»o»diiMnsional sheets (13»75 cm. x 1I4.50 cm.) of Schleicher and 
Schuell No. $07 filter paper, trfiioh are run ascaadin&ly (Big. 6), 
For present tise, sheets of Wiatman Ho. 1 (7i inches x 7§ inches) gave 
satisfactory results. 
In tiiie first diiaension, a mixture of methanol-water-jQrridine 
(B0t20tl4, ty volume) was used. The second diit»nsion was run in a 
laixture of tert.-butanol-metl^l eldiyl ketone-water"-dietlQrl andne 
(itOtliOtSOtit, by volTsaae). The spot containing the amino acid mixfeire 
was neutralized Igr exposure to ammonia vapor prior to chroiaatof^raphy. 
It was particularly vital to have ssdt free amino acid solutions when 
using this system. 
ItO 
In some oaa«s» «MQ.1 two-dimensional papergrams were aron in 
n-tmtanol, n-butyrio acid, and water (2i2il, ty -roluiae) and 80$ phenol 
(80 phenoli20 water, volume). This systm gives a poor separation 
of glycine, serine, and glutamic add (Fig«io)» 
The amino acids have also been mm by ineans of paper elecl^-
phoresis in order to isolate the basic araino acsLds* Contrary to 
its usual behavior, arginine forms a veiy discrete spot when run in 
this taanner (flg.lU). 
Radloautography 
The coiiq)leted paper chroraatogims were <M?>osed to Kodak No-Screen 
X-Ray film for a suitable tiuie period. An exposure of 2h hours was 
generally sufficient for autograpdiy of a chromatogram whose origin 
contained 300 x counts per minute (counted on paper with a G, M. 
tube of approxiittately 7/6 efficiency). More or less time is required 
dtepending upon the number of compounds into which the activity must 
be divided. 
After develojHBOTt of idie radiogram, it be accurately super­
imposed on the chroaatograra. This was done Igr matching the images 
of radioactive ink spots with tdie corresponding actual spots placed 
cm the paper prior to autography (U8). Such alignmait allows one to 
outline the radioactive areas with a pencil. ®ie penciled areas may 
tiien be counted, directly on the chromatogram (US), prior to nintydrin 
treatment» Much of the reported data was collected in this manner. 
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Idmtifi cation 
Moat icUmtifications were performed Igr means of paper chrwaato-
graj^. The exact correspondence of radioactivity with the nini^ydrin 
reacting carrier, in different solvents, was generally suffici®it for 
i(ten1d.ftoation. In doubtful cases, the radioactivity laas eluted from 
the paper, and co-eiystallissed with its possible, non-radioactive 
counterpart. I^tity was asauiaed when during several recrystaUi-
sations, ao change in specific activity occurred. 
Counting 
Radioactive samples were generally counted to idthin a 3^ sta­
tistical error* Samples placed on glass disks, or spread <»i filter 
paper disks, were counted in either Q-Gas, or with a Geiger tube, de­
pending upon their activity and the need for accuracy. Host often, 
a Geig«p tube was satisfactory. The type used was the Nuclear Instru­
ment and Ghejaical Corp. Model D-3lt, having a window thickness of 
l.i* and an efflcieiwy of approximtely 7JS. For counting 
with this device, a specially built plate holder was necessary 
(Jig. 7). 
ZJegradation of Labeled Molecules 
The most satisfying evidence, with reference to studies on Mo-
synthetic pal^wi^s, is that obtained via degradaMon. The means by 
which this is done are exceedingly diverse and depend, not only on the 
pajpticular Ktolecule, but also, on the information ^ Aich is desired. 
k2 
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In the present workjj three diffai'ent amino acids ware degraded} 
lAienylalanine, arginine, and leucine# Itoe dep*adatlcais were not 
ooi^lete in sense of each carbon atc»n of the chain b^ng asss^red. 
Degradations were carried only to the extent of determining the 
specific activitif of certain significant carbons# 
'Bie deiaradatign of idienjylalanine 
The primary purpose for degira^ng j^enylalanine was to deter­
mine the araount of radioactivii^y in the aromatic nucleus as ooapared 
to the side chain* The overall schene was as follows: 
3 2 1 ro] 3 1,2 
CfiH^CHgCHCOgH ^ + aCOg 
HR2 
HHgOH, 3 
CfiHdOOgH > G6l%NH2 + COg . 
polyphosf^oric acid 
lidth tw9 exceptions (the decarboitylation of benzoic acid and the 
isolation of aniline)» the aethod finally used was that evolved by 
Gilvarg (21), Eiis involved side chain oxidation with sulfuric acid 
and potassium dichrtxaate* 
The spot identified as phenylalanine was eluted from the paper 
chromtogram with 2 ml. of water, and co-crystallized with 100 mg, 
of inert carrier by the addition of 2 ml# of 95$ ethanol* Reciystal-
liaation from 50^ ethanol yielded a product of radiochsnical puritgr 
(yield 70^) • A portion was oxidiaed to GO2 (ll,U6) and counted as 
BaC03. 
Hftgr mgt Oif the abortre pheiQrlalaninef one g. of potassium 
dtchi-oaaate, and 3 sal- of ZS% sulfuric aoid (Tiy weight) were placed 
in a 30 round bottcm flask* A sharp, glass chip was added and 
ihe mixture ms refluxed at 1^)^ C* for 5 hours®. It was important 
to use a strai^t walledj^ water cooled oondmiser to Insure adequate 
return of the volatile intersiedlates (phenylacetaldeJyde and its po3y 
oers)* After cooling to room temperature, the reaction ndxture was 
tuice extracted with benzene* The bensene extract was concentrated to 
near dzyness, in a porcelain evaporating dish, on a steam bath. On 
cmplete evaporation of -tiie beneene, benaoic aoid was deposited on 
the surface of the evaporating dish (yield Ihe crude b@aeoio 
add was recJTWtallised ftrom hot water. A porHon (approxlaately 
3 mg.) of the pure Material was converted to COg (11* U6) and counted 
as BaCO^. 
The further degradation of bensoic acid to aniline was perfoznaed 
ty the method of 3ynder, et al. (Ii2) rather than that of Gilvarg (21). 
Hiis latter aiethod consisted of a Schnddt degradation, via sodium 
azide, followed conversion of Ute aniline to aoetanilide. In the 
present work, it was found tiiat this method was laborious and gave 
poor yields (maximua yield, 27^. 
^3^e evolved COg was occasionally assi^ed. In all such cases, 
the activity was too low, "Wius indicating that son® ring destruction 
had occurred. These results have not been reported. 
fhe method uhich was found most convenient was based upon a 
relatively new reagent, polyphosphoric acid®. 
In a tfpical experiment, $0 mg. of benaoic acid, 35 ®g« of 
hydroxylamine hordrochloride, and approximately 500 mg. of poly-
phosfdioric acid^ were placed in a reaction vessel. A spiral bubbler 
containing COg-free 0.1 N NaOH was connected to the i^stem (Fig. 8). 
5?" means of an aspirator, and Ascarite containing tower, C02-free 
air was pulled through the reaction mixture and bubbler. 
The teaperature of the flask was raised to Ifio'^ C. At the end 
of twenty ndnutes, the reaction was complete and the oil bath re* 
moved. !Ifee spiral bubbler was reaoved and the CO2 was precipitated 
and counted in the form of BaCOj (yield liO^). "Bxe assay of this 
material reiaresaated carbon 3« After cooling to room temperature, 
the reaction mixture was cautiously made basic (pH 10) by the drop-
wise addition of 5056 sodium i^rdroxide. iSie aniline was transferred 
to bensene by raaking two equal volvmie extractions of the cooled, basic 
solution. Ihe aniline-benzene solution was dried ty allowing it to 
remtn in contact with solid potassium Jgrdroxid® for 30 minutes. 
a 
A veiy generous sanple was supplied ty 'Wie Victor Chessi. Works. 
Mooring this viscous material was normally difficult. It was 
tha:'efore useful to pre«4ieat the container in hot water in order to 
lower the visco^ty prior to transferring. 
Fig. 8. Reaction Vessel and Spiral Bubbler 
Attached in Series to a Mercuiy Bubbler, 
u? 
Passage of djy fydrogen chloride thxt>ugh the dried solution re­
sulted in the q\iantitative precipitation of aniline Ixjrdrochloride 
(yield This compound was filtered off# dried, and a snail 
sa??5)le c<Mbusted to OOg# The activitgr was counted as BaCO^. 
The results obtained are shown on p. 8i|, 
Ihe degradation of leucine 
To date tiiere has been no method for the detemination of activity 
in the bmiched methyls of leucine. It was hoped that the chromate 
oxidation of Pre^ (3U)# as used lay Ginger (22), might prove worth-
i^le* Ifeis method is admply a co35)lete oxidation of the carbon 
chain ^ th the exception of the two carbon unit, represented the 
branched (or end) metiigrl, and the carbon atom to which it is attached. 
The mthod is general but not completely quantitative (31)» Saae 
examples of tdie theoretical yields of acetic acid are shoxm below. 
Me 
\ GrO, 
(1) 0 = 0 ^ 1 mole MeC02H 
/ HaSOh 
Me 
reflux 
Me etc* 
(2) Me-C%CH2GH2GH2CH2C-C02H > 2 moles MeCOjH 
Me 
etc. 
(3) Me3C-CH2C02H > 1 mole MeC02H 
etc. 
Me2GH«GH2G02H ^ 1 mole HeCOjH 
Qr analogy, one would expect to obtain one mole of acetic acid 
from one mole of leucine. 
hB 
There ia a limitation in the use of tois method, with respect 
to the isotopio content of the two laetJ^ls of leucine. Inasmuch as 
the oxidation lac^s stereospeciflcity, one cannot expect to obtain 
data on the conteat of only one of the laeti^ls. For example, if 
in the course of Mosyntheais, only one of the methyls is labeled, 
with a specific activity of 100 counts per minute/mg. of carbon, 
one would obtain acetic acid whose methyl carbon would have a specific 
activity of ^  counts per Bd.nute/mg, of carbon, 
5 
Me 
\i^ 3 2 1 [o] 
CH-CH2-GH«<!02H —^ 
Me 
In order to obtain a value for the methyl carbon of acetic acid, 
further degradation was necessary. This was most simply done ly 
conversion of the acetic acid to -tiie barium salt, followed pgr-
arolysis to yield acetone. The acetone was further decomposed NaOI 
(the Iodoform Reaction) to CHI3 and acetic acid. 
hS 
OGOCH^ o 
^ $2$ G, ^ K NaOI 5 $ H 
Ba > (CH3)2C — 0 ^ GH3I -I- GH3CO2H 
\ 1* 5 U 
OCOGH3 BaC03 
The activity in iodoform represents an average of that in the 
n®tlyl carbon® of the original leucine. 
U9 
In view of the fact that interest in leucine waa motivated by 
its "uniqueness" of structure, no attempt was siade to perform a 
stepwise degradation of the entire carbon chain# However, such a 
degradation could have be^ partially achieved using the ninhydrin 
reaction as Hxe first step in the following schemet 
5 5 
CH. GH. 
\ I4 3 21 nint^rdrin \ I4 3 2 1 
CiiC%GHC02H ^ ^ CH-GHg-CHO + GOg 
5 ^  NHp 5 / 
CH3 CH^ 
CH^ 
t li 3 2 lo3 5 li 2,3,5 
^GHCHgCHO ^ CH^OOgH + 3002 
5 /  
CH^ 
5 hn, 5 1+ 
OH^COgH CH^NHg GOj 
(Schnddt Reaction} 
In the present work, oxiljr the specific activities of carbons 1, 
and $ were determined. 
the labeled leucine was eluted from a paper chromatogram with 5 nil* 
of HgO, Carrier leucine (200 mg.) was added Mid dissolved completely 
by stirring on a steam bath* Absolute ethanol (20 inl*) was added to 
the hot solution and toe mixture was again stirred and heated until 
solution was complete* After standing in the refrigerator for about 
one hour, toe cjystalline leucine was filtered off and dried} yield. 
$0 
173 ag« (86.5^ recovery). Repetition of the crystalliaatlon 
yielded material of constant specific activity# A portion of the 
recrystalliaed leucine waa converted to CO2 means of the 
Folch oxidation ndxture (11, U6) • This activity was 
coimted as BaCO^. 
A second portion of the recrystalliaed leucine (?0 mg.) was 
placed in a reaoticm vessel (Flg» 8) and was dissolved in 2 ml, of 
concentrated 
After cooling this idxture in an ice batii, there was added, 
dropwise, 5 al» of 5 1 (168 g*/l«). The solution inunediately 
darkened as toe oxidation began, A streasi of C02"'free air was slowly 
pulled through the solution to prevent supeii'-Seating and the adjc-
ture was gently reflux»d with the aid of a water condenser. After 
approxiiBately 90 ndnutes, the reaction mixture was cooled and trans­
ferred to a steam distillation apparatus (Misco !'jicro-K3eldahl 
Distillati<m Apparatus), The acetic acid was distilled firom the 
ndxture ty twice refilling the water bulb with water. It was not 
found necessary to reduce the excess CrO^ with hydraaine i^drate 
prior to distillation. (The overoxidation of acetic acid Ty CrO^ 
i^ould not be serious when using steam distillation,) Titration with 
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0»01 H Ba(0H)2 to an end point at pH 7.5® served to estimate the yield 
of acetic acid and to convert t^ne acid to the bariiim salt. The yield 
of acetic acid frcsn the oxidation was about 75^» 
The dilute bariiBa acetate solution was concentrated in vacuo to 
approxiraately O.ii ml. After transferring to a 12 ml. centrifuge 
tube, absolute ethanol was added until toe solution was permanently 
turbid. Barium acetate was deposited from the solution upon 
standing. The addition of diethyl ether and heating sometimes facili­
tated the precipitation. 
After centrifugation, the clear supernatant was discarded and 
the tube was placed in a drying oven. laJhen toorou^ily diy, the 
barium acetate was removed froia toe tube tgr means of a small spatxila. 
For toe purpose of radio-assay, a weighed portion of the barium ace­
tate was plated (wito water) onto a glass plate and counted as such. 
The position of radioactivity within toe acetate residue was 
determined ty the method of Aronoff, Haas, and Fries (3)} j^olysis 
®In order to prevent the formation of BaG03 during titration 
and subsequesat isolation of toe barium acetate, sever^ precautions 
were taken. An «nd point wito phenolphthalein was not used as tois 
brings the pH to about 10. Instead, a inixed indicator, prepared ty 
ndxing equal volumes of 0.1^ solutions of the sodiuM salts of phenol 
red and brom tli|pK}l blue, was used to give an endpoint of pH 7.5* 
(The color change was yellow below, and puarple above pH 7.5.) 
During ti-feration, the solution was kept hot to lower toe solubility 
of G02, and, during vacuum concentration of the solution, C02*fre© 
air was led throu^ toe distillation apparatus (fig. 5)« The effec­
tiveness of toese precautions in preventing MCO3 formation was 
tested tgr titrating a known amount of acetic add-l-Clli by toe above 
metood. Radioassay of the resxiltant baz>ium acetate showed toat no 
dilution of activity had occurred. 
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of the bariaa acetate to BaCO^ and acetone. This was followed li:y 
treateent of the acetone with HaOI (the lodofowi Reaction) to jrield 
iodofozte (p» it8). 
Thirty mg, of barium acetate was placed in a 2k/l0 standard 
taper test tube* An outer 2k/hO joint having a sealed in deliveiy 
tube« and exit tube, was placed in position. The bottom of the de­
livery tube was two era. from the barium acetate. A spiral bubbler 
containing 10 ml. of water was connected to -toe exit tube and nitro­
gen was flushed through the system via the delivery tube. After 
the air had been displaced wildi nitrogen, the barium acetate was 
heated at 525 C# for 10 minutes. This temperature was maintained ty 
a small electric furnace controlled ty raeans of a Variac. The tube 
was allowed to oool for 10 minutes during which time nitrogen was 
continuously flushed through the test tube and bubbler. 
To the dilute acetone soluticai contained in the bubbler, were 
added 2 aflL. of NaOH followed ly dropwise addition of 0.1 S KI3 
until the solution became peraanently yellow. Iodoform precipitation 
occurred almost iisaediately. This Gompovaid was assayed directly ty 
plating a pyridine solution of the compound onto a glass plate. The 
iodoforni activity represented carbon 5 of toe leucine chain. 
The gray, sintered BaC03 raaoved froa ttie test tube and 
purified ty regeneration with acid and repredLpitation. This activity 
represented carbon it of the leucine chain. 
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!ttie specdfio activity of carbon 1 was measured by toe usual 
ninhydrin method (.hi) (p» U9)» 
The above procedure gave the results shown on p.l06. 
The degradation of arginlne 
The goanido carbon of arginine was assayed by the method of 
Strassiasua and Weinhouse (Wi)j 
The paper chromtographically isolated arginine was eluted in a 
ndnirora amount of water. Two hundred of inert arginine l^rdrochlo-
ride was dissolved la the eluate. The addition of absolute ethanol 
served to precipitate the arginine tydrochloride. A single recrystal-
lization yielded material of radiocheiiiical purity* Three mg, of this 
con5>ound were converted to (X2 counted as BaCO^* 
One hundred mg. of the pure, crystalline arginine l^djrochloride 
was added to 5 ml. of water and 3 ml. of G02»free $0% NaOH in a reac­
tion vessel (M,g. 8). A small water reflux condenser, connected to an 
Ascarite tower, was fixed in place. The inaction mixture was heated 
o 
on an oil bath, for 6 to 7 hours, at laO 0. At the end of this per­
iod, a spiral bubbler containing 0.1 N NaOH was added to the condenser 
air outlet in place of the Ascarite tower. Jive ml. of 10 N H2S0j^ 
lijO" C. 
11 I 
NH HHg 
(arginine) 
CO2 + NH2CH2CH2CH2CHCO2H 
(ornithine) 
was cautiotsly tipped into the reaction mixture from the side arm. 
C02-free air •was drawn through the flask and tabbler while the 
flask was mcffli^itarily brought to a boil. Twenty ndnutes wrare allowed 
for cosqjlete collection of tbe evolved COg# After conversion to 
BaCX)^ the activity was jneasured and represented the guanido carbon of 
arginine* The molecule was not further degraded, due to the low acti­
vity remaining in the ornithine. 33ie results are reported on p» 101, 
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HESULTS AND IHSCUSSIOlf 
Protein Synthesis in l^ised and Attached Leaves 
(^e of the most important findings oonoeming leaf protein netab* 
olism is the observation that leaves^ which have bem detached from 
'Uie parent plant* lose protein li to fom asparagine anchor gluta* 
mine (lit)* mttier of tvo esqilanations would serve to elucidate t^iis 
fact} (1) the rate of protein apithesis has been reduced* or (2) the 
r&te of |»>otein de^adatim has been increased* A »>lution to tMs 
jswble® was obvioiisly impossible at ttie time of the original re-
seazHshes* 
With the aid of proposed to test the two htsrpotheses# 
fhls was done ly siaply feeding C5^g to an easised leaf and «« 
attached leaf for tiie s&nie tiiae interval* At the end of the experira^t* 
both leaves were killed and analysed for radioactive free aialno acids 
and protein* The finding of labeled protein in the excised leaf woiild 
mean that pmtein had been formed ^  novo from i^otoa^nthate* It ws^ 
furtfiei^re the purpose to cmpare th© total amtast of radioactivity 
in this protein with that of the attached leaf, and finally, to coj^jare 
the incorporation of particular radioactive amino acids in the two 
systeae. In the following esperiments md discussion, the period of 
time beti^en excision of the leaf and C^-adralnistration has been 
abbreviated as (excision time)* 
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Excised soybean leaves 
Soybeans (var. Hawfe^) were grown from seed, four seeds being 
placed in eacsh 6 inch pot. During the entire period of growth, 
the j^Lanta were kept in a special light chamber containing twenty* 
20 ¥. fluorescent b«lbs of various colors, so balanced as to produce 
a range of wavelengths iMch simulated the solar spectrum. A i^oto-
period of Ih hows light and 10 hours of darkness was maintained. 
The leaves and plants selected for all eoqperiments were carefully 
diosen for vigour and lack of disease. Unless otherwise noted, the 
plant material was three to five weeks old (from seed) vtm used. 
A series of espertraents was run in the following manner* 
Two aatiw« (i.e., fully expanded) trifoliate leaves were ex­
cised, one twelve hours and the other six hours before feeding. Both 
leaves were plaoed in water and kept under the same conditions. 
fhe leaves were fed 0^2 ^3-4 mg. BaO^O^, 7.2 raillicuriea/ 
millimole) for 1 boiir in the light and killed in boiling 80J6 ethanol. 
An attached mature trifoliate leaf was fed 0^2 equiva­
lent conditions of li#it said tenperature. Gross analyses of all 
thi^e leaves are shown in Table 1. 
The effect of time of excision is such that relatively more 
amino acid activity is found in the 80^ ethanol-soluble fraction in 
longer time periods. The significance of this fact is not clear. If 
it is assumed tJiat the protein turnover time is considerably greater 
than the durati(m of feediiig (one hour), most of the activity in the 
80% e-Uianol-soluble amino acids cannot be present as a result of 
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Table 1 
Protein SSynthesls in Exdsod and Attached Leaves 
After a 60 Minute Photosynthesis in C'^2* 
Attached 6 hours £^=12 hoiars 
Per cent of totaX amino 
aoid actitdty in the 
for® of protein SlmZ% UO.OJS 20.8^ 
prot€dn i^jrdroJyids* Such aialno adds would be, so to speak, "in 
liMtoo", as a jresult of non-incorporation into protein# Therefore, a 
relative increase in the aaount of activity in free amino acids, witti 
increasing tiiae between excision of escposure to C'^^k)2, is best inter­
preted as loss of capacity to s^yn-Uiesize protein. 
The questicm now arises as to whether or not the non-incorjK)raticn 
or sMdo acids is due to a selective® process. In other words, are 
The significance of a selective incorporation (or aon-incoipora-
tion)might lie in the mechanisia of protein turnover* If a certain pep­
tide aoie-^ of the protein turned over more rapidly than the rest of 
toe Ewlecule, one ;:iight expect the amino acids of the peptide to be 
replaced ty certain amino acids at a rate in excess of the overall 
incorporation of andno acids. Other eaplanations, also Imsed on a 
specific type of turnover, could also «pply*. 
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some aiaino acids all0Ked to remain in the free state while others are 
incorporated into protein? This question was partially anawered Igr 
measuretTient of "Oie distribution of radioactive amino acids in all 
leaves. !Bi© data are shown on Table 2, 
%th tAe possilxLe exceptions of glutamic acid and ^ ycine, no 
obvioua trend (in the direction of selectivitsr)» is apparent. 
In the case of glutamic acid, the results are not conclusive. 
It has been a coraaon easperience in this laboratoiy to find that veiy 
siMliar appe^ng leaves yield soni^^at different ratios of 
radioactive oonpaunds. Properly speaking, tiiis is a mtter requiring 
statistical approadi# In view of the apparmt varialAlitgr of leaves, 
samples containing many leaves would have to be used. Another, nore 
practical, method c<msists of taking large sa-sples of siaall leaf 
punches which have been exposed to G^Og for a sxiitable period (p. 72). 
Evidence for selectivity of turnover rate laasr, however, be adduced 
by an experiment of the following typet 
Four excised leaves were fed 0^02 for one hour, at which time 
the charal^r was opened to the air. At the end of one hour, four hours, 
ei^t hours, and twenty hours, a leaf was removed, killed, and 
analysed for radioactive amino acids, etc. 
An identical eaperiment was perfonaed wi13i attached leaves. 
The most significant data obtained were toe percentages of total 
activity in glutamic acid in the form of parotein glutaaate. In the 
^9 
TaW.e 2 
Qistributdon of Amino Aoid Eadioactivilgr in Cation 
Fractions of Excised and Attached Leaves. 
ialiM) acid^ Per cent of total cation activity 
Attached 6 hours %= 12 hoars 
Cation fracticai! Cation fractiont Cation fraction! 
free protein free protein free protein 
aspartic add 16.0 9,7 17.0 13.3 I8.ii 10.2 
asparagine 10.2 mmm 10.4 — 2.38 
— 
aspartic acid 
plus asparagine 26.2 — 27 .U — 20.8 
glutamic acid 13.1 3.3 20.2 9.ii 7.5 
glutaiaine 1.0 
— 
0.0 — 1.0 
glutedc acid 
plus ^ utamine lit.l —« 20.2 mmm 10.lt 
glycine 3.2 19.2 12.7 2h»0 32.i* 
serine hO,6 21.6 31.8 19.5 58.li 18.0 
alanine 7*h 12.it $.k 12.0 h,9 12.0 
^Amino aci(^ other than those showa have been found. Pheqyl-
aO-aaine^ is^rosim, proline, leucine and arginino have been detected. 
In all such eases, the comMned activities of toese amino acids were 
less than of the cati<Mi activity. 
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case of attached leaves this was a fairl^r constant quantity, 
approximately 18$. Ihe insults with excised leaves show that the 
inco:[^)OTation of ^ utamate is a function of time# 
Table 3 also shows the genial incjrease of protein radioacti­
vity at the expense of ifce free aMno acids* It is seal that the 
protein glutaaate increased at a rate greater than that of the total 
amino acids into protein. 
The cause of such non-uniformity of amino acid incorporation in 
excised leaves may be one of the following t 
(1#) Selectivity in protein turnover rates ty me®n® of stim­
ulation or inhibition 
(a) A particular glutaraate peptide is rapidly turning 
over as con?>ared to the rest of the protein^ 
prei?ious3y laentioned. 
(b) A particular glutamate-rich protein is rapidly 
turning over as compared to other proteins. 
(2«) Net p»>tein aynthesisi i«e.t 
She increased ^ utamate uptake iiiey be due to the 
net arsnathesis of a ^ utaaate-ridi protein. 
(3.) Utilisatioa of free glutamic acid in other processes} i.e.t 
One zffj ght expect that the remval of free glutandc acid 
(or glutaraine) in other ways (i.e., respiration and s^thesis 
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Table 3 
Hte Incorporation of Olutaciic Acid into 
tbe Protein of Bsosised Leaves* 
Per cent of the total cation activity 
(free plus protein) 
1 hour U hour 8 hour 20 hour 
PS® PS PS PS 
Protein ^ utaaate 57.0 69mQ 88.0 
Protein 23.0 52.0 59.0 66.U 
®photosgrntitiesis 
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of other eoi^unds)* would lower the activity of glu-
taaate in the alcohol soluble fraction. This wo^ild lead 
to Idle reported result iMoh is on a percentage basis 
(see Table 3)» Actually, this is not the case, the 
fractional and specific activity in free glutardc acid 
increases with time, p. 1$ and 77« 
A siMlar argument applies to the non-utilization of the other 
free awiao acids. In tMs case, the activity of the free amino acids 
would incjreas®, tlms lowering the percentage activity with which they 
appear la protein. It was found, however, that the percentage of 
activity in the ethanol-soluble cation fraction (on the basis of total 
ethanol-solable activity) was relatively constant in all esqperiiaents. 
The percentage of protein activity, on the b&sis of total ettianol 
insoluble acMvity, is likewise a fairly constant figure (approai-
mately 1S%) £ot mature leaves. This would mean that the transfor­
mation of free amino acids to materials otiier than protein was in­
dependent of excision. One may thus conclude that the discrindnation 
against specific free amino acids in protein ayntihesis is not a re­
sult of processes other than protein synthesis or turnover. 
In order to localize the excess activity in protein glutaraate, 
and to localize the activity of the other a^'nino acids, further data 
would be needed. For tois purpose, the most useful me'ttiod would be a 
determination of amino acid turnover times in isolated leaf proteins. 
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The nexfc section describee an atterspt in this direction. The 
radioactive leaf was ground and -Uie protein was extracted. Paper 
electW)phorei^s was used to isolate the individual proteins# 
An atteR$>t to determine turnover times of individoal leaf proteins 
For the <tet©iwination of turnover ti:ne of ar^ metabolite, it 
is ifflperative to be able to separate the given radioactive species 
fro® all ot^er radioactive inaterials. In the case of plant proteins 
there are operational difficulties, not the least of which is the lack 
of a sLi^le method for the isolation of a single protein species. 
Past methods have not on3y jawren uncertain and of low yield, lait are 
also inappHcabl© on a laicro-seale# fhe problsia is simply that of 
being able to isolate a given protein frcsa a single radioacttve leaf 
or leaf punch. 
Frc® the previous discussion (p# It), it seemed reasonable to 
assume that the raost fitting subject for isolation was the '*F!racti<«i 
1" (itl) coi^ment of c^i»plasB5io protein. amns of paper electro-
pbsresis, it was hoped that a horaogeneous radioactive product could 
be obtained. The method used is given below. 
At iiie end of a feeding experiment, the leaf was irasiersed in Ng 
(liquid) and ground to a fine powder with the aid of a stirring rod. 
The powder was thm attracted (at 0») with 0.2$ M sucrose plus 
0,05 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.8). In ssore recent eaqperdiaents, the leaf 
was sinsply ground in 2 ml, of the sucrose-phosphate medium (at C.) 
without prior freesslng. 
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!feda.Tim speed c<mtrifugation brought down the cell debris leaving 
a green suspen(d.on* 
This supemate contained ehloroplaat fr&gfmnta, starch, <^to-
plasniio proteins and, of course, the water soluble sugars, amino acids, 
and organic acids* 
fallowing dial^sis'^ against water at 1° C., the suspension was 
lyoiMliaed, reauspended in about ^  microliters of water, and placed 
on a band at the origin of the filter paper strip (six inches wide). 
I^e apparatus (Shandon Ltd., London, England) is a simple 
Plexiglass box containing carbon electrodes and coirpartmimts for the 
buffer# The paper stJdp is suspended from a thin idre and dips into 
each ewnpartment, l^us making the electrical contact* A rectifier 
unit provides a maximua voltage of 1^ ?. (D* C.) from the noraal 
IS^ line* 
Inasmuch as the rate of protein movesnent is somef^at dependent 
on the amount of protein extract placed at the origin, it was found 
ecmvenieat to use a laarker i^ose movement would act as an int^Lcator 
of migrational velodLigr. For this pui^pose, the dye, •'Fast CSreen", 
was eaplf^ed* 
^Dialysis is not normally required prior to paper electrophoresis* 
IMs is a convenient feature of the apparatus. However, in ttie pre­
sent case, it was known that a number of very radioactive anionie 
materials would migrate to the sanie position as Idie leading protein 
compoQ^at* 
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As izdtlal voXt£^e of 120 ?• was set cm the eleci»rophoresis 
chaaber and th© current was allowed to flow for a suitable time 
(8»12 hours). 
The partiCDtlar buffer used will depend on the protein one wishes 
to isolate, la the case of blood plasma proteins, excellent resolu­
tion is obtained wii^ 0»1 M barbiturate buffer (pH 8»6) (20)« The 
leaf proteins streamed badly in this buffer and were apparently better 
separated wiUa 0#1 M maleate buffer (pH 7«0) although tiie rate of 
migration was slower. 
The paper was removed and air-dried at room temperature. The 
location of the protein bands was determined by cutting off a thin 
section of the paper and treating it with a protein staint 1:a?osphenol 
blue in 9$$ ethamol saturated uith mercuric <^lori(to (8), After 
washing in tap wat<^, the proteins are visible as blue bands on a 
white back^und* 
The results of this method on leaf proteins are^ at present, 
difficult to assess. 
Due to the low concentrations of pz>otein used, and probaKty due 
to soa^ structural or compositional feature, the leaf protein having 
the greatest moWLlity was only lightly stained with the staining 
reagent. This led to sraae uncertainty with regard to its position on 
the paper, and to whether or not it was a single band or a number of 
bands ^ diich had streamed together. 
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On the basis of nigrational velocity and the laeaas of prepara-
tion^ it was felt that the fastest and most discrete protein band 
obtained was probably "Fracti<m I" protein. Before this could be 
definitely stated, one would have to make a oo<>electro|:^oretogra|:& of 
•Uie radioactive material plus some gffliuine "Fraction I" protein as 
prepared ty ultra«»centrifugation CUl)« 
In the present in^stlgation, the band, tentatively named 
"Fraction I" jurotein, was out out and hydrolysed in the usual manner. 
Unfortunatelyj| the buffer stiH remaining in the paper rendered the 
fXfdrolysate unfit for paper chroaatographic isolation of the resultii^ 
«sain© aoi(^« In future work it will be necessary to dialyse first 
the paper strip in order to remove extraneous materials. 
Due to the low level of activity and the uncertainty of isola* 
tion and identification, the presraat work was not successful. How-
ever, it is felt that -fcis a^jproach is correct. Future work on the 
sepaz^tion of leaf proteins via paper raio3«)«electroiAoresis seeaa 
definitely worthwhile. 
AnoWier approach to studies on leaf protein synthesis and tum» 
over appears to be feasible at this time, via.j the sgmthesis and 
turaover of Tobacco Mosaic ¥irus (IM?). This material recoraraends 
itself for two reasons. 
(1.) Me-toods for the atbdnistration of tracers other than 
ill C'"*02 have berni worked out by Comoner, ^  al. (16), 
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In addition, sampling be made statistically valid ly 
floating inaqy leaf punches on the labeled substrate, 
(2*) A method for the isolation of IMV via paper chwinatography 
has been perfected ty Cochran (l5)« 
Insofar as MV is an abaorraal leaf protein, it may be argued 
that little concerning normal leaf protein roay be thus learned# At 
the present time, this argument is unanswerable, 
jaccised tobacco leaves 
Daslng "short time excision" (i.e*, 6 to 12 hours} see 
P« 56) f amino acid incorporation occurred at rates someMhat less than 
that observed in attached leaves* It ims felt desirable to determine 
l^e irate of aiaino acid incorporation a number of days after excision. 
The results of Chibnall (II4) and others (U?) show the relative amouats 
of free and protein nitrogoa to be affected greatly only after several 
days* One may therefore ask if asdno acLd incorporation ceases en­
tirely after "long term esBision"* Inaarawch as soybean leaves had 
never been stU(£Led in this connection, it was decided to use tobacco 
leaves* Another factor i^ich influenced this decision v&a the rapid 
formation of roots on eJKsised soybean leaves. Two to three weeks 
following excision these leaves developed a visible root system* If 
the effects of excision are due to the absence of root tissue, one 
obviously cannot perform reliable esiperiments with soybean leaves 
after a few days excision* Even in the absence of visible roots, wae 
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cannot be sure toat primordial root tissue is absent. Although 
tobacco jsay also form roots, the validity of excision phenomena with 
these leaves has been established (149) • 
A single matiu*e tobacco leaf was carefully excised and pl^u^ed in 
nutrient solution (Hoaglmid's Solution !}b. 1) (25)* The leaf was kept 
under normal iUuaination and the nutrient solution waa changed evejy 
two days* After eii^t days, the cut petiole was t3!lmmed to esipose a 
fresh porticm of stem tissue. Simultaneouslyan attached leaf was 
excised and placed in tap water wil^ the eight*da^ old leaf* Bot^ 
leaves were allowed to equilibx^te* The leaves were then exposed to 
for one hour in the li^t« After killing, the leaves were 
analysed in the usual laanner (Hg* 9, 10, and 11). 
The total uptake of was roughly equivalent in both leaves. 
The percentage of protein activity (based on the total activity in 
amino acids) waa for the attached leaf and 39*0% for the ex­
cised leaf. 
Protein synthesis occurred eight diQrs following excisi<ai 
(£^= 8 days) at a soraet^at slower rate than that in a freshly excised 
0 di^s) leaf, Althot^h this is the trend ol»teirved in "short time 
ejccision", it is rather surprising that the loss of amino acid 
incorporation power is not gireater during -Uie ei^t day period. It 
is possible that the rate of aunino acid incorporation quickly reaches 
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alanine 
glycine 
serine 
glutamic 
ft 
as par lie 
origin 
Jig. 9. Radioautographs of Free Amino Acids Produced 
During 1 Ho\xr Photosjjmthesis by Tobacco Leaves: 
A, « 8 days, B. r 0 days. 
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Fig, 10• Radioautograph of Protein Amino Acids Produced During 
One Hoiir Photogynthesis by a Tobacco Leaf, r 8 days. 
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Fig» 11. Radioautograph of Protein Amino Acids I'roduced During 
One Hour Photogynthesis ty a Tobacco Leaf, Ejj s 0 days. 
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a lower bat fairly staWLe limit following excision. It is also 
possible that a quantitative coii5}ailson of tobacco and soybean 
leaves is not valid. 
A comparative tabulation of the distribution of amino acid radio­
activity is ^ owi in Table U» It will be noted that there has been no 
preferential incorporation of glutamate, Boldx leaves have essen­
tially the same ratio between the free and protein glutamate activiigr, 
Ihe only appar«it difference is in the incorporation of aspartate. 
IMs eos^und had a free aspartate to protein aspartate ratio of 1.33 
in the attached leaf and 3.0 in the excised leaf* However^ in view of 
tiie differences in supplied mineral nutrients, definite conclusions 
cannot be made. 
Amino Acid Itoxover in Leaf Punches 
15ie aforenentioned variability of individual leaves (p. 58) and 
the desirability of w>rking with srrall, rather than large, amounts 
of Muiioactivity forced a search for other methods of leaf sampling. 
Several e3q>eriments were attceapted with large ni^oabers of small leaf 
ptmches and w!.th tissue :^ee sxispensions of chlorenchym (i.e., the 
thin-waHed, chlorophjrll containing cells) • Presumably, these are 
•yie most active physiological units in leaves. 
It ^ s previously shown, though not eupphasized, that the activity 
in glycine and serine accounted for the bulk of the activily con­
verted into jMPotein during a one hour photosynthesis (p. $9)» How­
ever, these eaperifflwats were performed with single leaves and the 
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l^ble It 
The IsoorporatioQ of 0^2 AadiK) Acida aad 
f^tein of Excised and Attached folmeco Iisaves 
Ouil&g One Hoiir Photo^Tnthesis* 
A»lno acdd P&c c«at activity of the cation fractions 
Attached (E|.-0 d^s) Excsised (Ejj- 8 days) 
Cation fracti<mt Cation fxactloa! 
free protein free protein 
aspartio ftcdL<l^ 18.0 13.6 30.0 10.0 
^utad.c add® 11,0 6.5 7.5 14.7 
^dae 9.1 27.0 17.0 33.0 
serine li3.0 22.1 3l».0 21.0 
alanine 7.8 I5.li 6.6 17.0 
pbeni7lalanlne U.1 oa. 2.0 2.5 trace 
%TOSiXMl none oa. 2.0 traoe trace 
^alidl^tlfied traoe 10.0^ trace 11.2^ 
^The free aadno a^ida were lydrolysed prior to chroraatogra^^y. 
fhe actiidtjjrt 2iK}ziaall7 fotmd in asparagliui and glat^ne, appeared 
in the free adLds* 
^fhis aaterial did not correspond to knom position <m /Uie 
papergrams* It is apparaitly boi:^»geneou8 and may^ be a purine or 
pgrrliaidim released hy^lsrstlB of nooleoprotein. Its locaidcat 
is shorn on £Lg* 10 and U* 
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data eould not show «hich of these tvo amino acids vera incorporated 
at the faster rate* The following experiments provided larger 
samples and vere l^erefore meaningful. Ano^er improvement vas laade* 
Short term eaiposure to was used# l^is meant toat the leaf tissue 
T«is e::^sed to the atmosphere for a relatively long portion of its 
essp^dffli^tal life and thus normal behavior could be observed* 
Leaf punches were carefully cut witii the aid of a sharp 9 
cork borer* The punches were placed in a closed petri dish iriiose 
bottom was lined with wet filter paper* The punches wejre exposed 
to subdued light for twelve hoiirs in order to attain a relative steatfy 
state* 
Forty of liiese leaf punches were aBrmaetrically arranged, in -toe 
illuininated plastic feeding chamber, upon pieces of darap filter pajjer* 
The punches were then ^ osed to 0^03 for five Bdnutes* At the end 
of this time, the system was opened and the excess removed 
short* repeated applications of a slight vacuum* fifteen ndnutes 
after the ei^riaent began, twenty punches were xmoved, killed, and 
assayed* The remaining punches were sliailarly treated after fifteen 
more Bdnutes had els^sed* The pertinent data is shown in Table 5* 
Bxasdnation of this table shows that glycine is first incorporated 
at the highest level. Serine is rapidly incorporated so that its 
activitgr is equal to that of glycine in 30 minutes* The total amount 
of glycine activity was 53,000 counts per minute in the 15 minute 
period, and 89,000 oounts per minute in the 30 minute period* The 
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Table 5 
Dlstrilmtion of Radioactiyitiy in Free and Protein 
AisLno Acids after a 15 and 30 Minute 
Fhoto^jmthesis vith Leaf Punches* 
Aaino aoLd Per cent acti-vity of the cation fractions 
1$ lednute photosynthesis 30 ndnate photosynthesis 
Cation fractioni Cation fractions 
free protein free protein 
a^iartlc acid 18.7 9.6 15.2 7.9 
asparagine 0.0 — 3.2 
glutamic acid 3.k 0.0 11.7 0.0 
glutasdiM 0.0 — 0.0 
serine Itli.O 20.0 38.0 26.0 
glycine $.0 38.5 3J2.6 26.0 
alanine 26,8 22.0 15.2 19.6 
ph^^lalanine 1.6 0.0 1.8 3.3 
tyrosine 0.0 0,0 1.0 2.8 
leucine 0,0 0.0 0.0 2.3 
others* 0.0 10.0 0.0 9.8 
Hhese materials were not id«atified, the activity being 
distallaited moag iovir or five conpounda 
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corresponding level of serin© was 12$,li,00 comts per minute in the 15 
minute and llt7,000 oornits per minute in the 30 minute period. One 
unusual aspect of tize'ss data is the non-incorporation of glutamate 
into protein# It id.ll be ressembered that in the reported work on 
excised sogrbean leaves, glutamate was incorporated at a level above 
that of the other andno acids (p. 61), 
The fact that this does not occur here se^ffl eiddence for a 
difference in the metabolism of excised leaves and leaf punches. How­
ever, iiie comparison is unfair in that the easperiaents were perfoiroed 
for different 'feijne periods. 
In order to obtain evidence on the rates of turaover of the free 
amino acids another experiment was performed. In tMs case specific 
activities were determined. This, of course, allows one to take 
account of pool siae and is a wiore reliable index of rate processes. 
Leaf punches, obtained and treated in the usrial manner, were ex­
posed to C^02 for two ainutes. The ssrstm was cleared of escess 
G^02 as described above, A sample consisting of fifteen punches was 
reraoved, killed, and assayed at the end of five, fifteen, thirty, mid 
sixty mtnates. The ooncentsation and radioactivity of each amino acid 
was <tetermined from paper chromatograms. The results are shown in 
Table 6. 
Several of the observed relationships are wortl^y of conEient. In 
five Mnutes, th® free aadno acid of highest specific activity was 
alanine. This was al:^ the surdno acid having the highest observable 
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fable 6 
The Speeifie Aetivltles of Andno Acids at UnBd Intervals 
fallowing Enpoaur® to in the 
Amino acid Specific activity® 
5 Bdnate 1$ minute 30 lalnute 60 minute 
PS^ PS PS PS 
Aspaartio add 72.0 85.U 75.6 69.2 
Asparagine 0.0 22.6 23.6 71.5 
Glutasoio acid 9.2 71.0 100 152 
Glycine 37 .It 31.2 22.li 31.2 
Serine 336 219 120 121* 
Alanine 700 2lh 59.5 38.2 
*la oousts/ninute/siiorogriua of carbon 
^^otoi^thesis 
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rate* Seriiie followed, and was closely related to the 
alanine turaorer. It is likely that thay gfliare a conwon preciirsor 
which is directly associated with jdiotoaynthesis and is rapidly 
turning over. In view of the already established relationship be­
tween alanine and ^ ceric acid (35)» this is not a surprising 
result# The ttamover of alanine is most probably associated with that 
of glyceric acid# It is likely that Hie two ©OBQXJtinds are in equ±» 
libflxia, so toat the activity originally transferred to alanine is 
shifted back to glycerate as well as into protein, A siiailar argu­
ment applies to serine. 
It is also interesting to note the ajqparent precursor-product 
relationship existing between aspartic acid and asparagine. 
The situation with reference to glycine is probably more oon^lex. 
Althou^ we have se®i tiiat ^ s con?>o\md is ra^jidly converted to pro­
tein, tio indication of its rapid turnover is shown in Table 6, it is 
likely that glycine is being rapidly utiliaed, not only in protein 
^thesis, but also in the formation of serine (30), and toat the 
glycine ia therefore being gynthesiiBed from a large pool of slowly 
turning over precursor* It is likely, too, that this precursor is not 
in a steady state, being eyntl^sited aore rapidly than its rate of 
break<to»a» fhe largest scale donor of glycine activity is probably 
glucose which ia itself in equilibritm with an enormous starch pool# 
i;he close relationship of aspairtate, glutamate, and glycine to 
glucose, and the fact that tee position of radioactivity within the 
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moleoules were not taken account of, leaves one in doubt as to the 
actual paths takes bgr these ooi^unds* For exatrple, one mi^t 
considK? the siiaplest case| that of glycine. The work of Vernon and 
AroRoff (li7) has shorn that Idie two carbons of -fcis coiapoimd are 
equally labeled in short time photosynthesis. If glycine is converted 
to serine during short time photos^yathesis, the resiiltant serine will 
have a lower specific activity thaai that serine foraed directly from 
glyceric acid# In long time esjierijaeats (in iMch has finally 
replaced substrate), the serin© derived from glycine 
woiild be "hotter" than that deidved from glyceric add. This would 
arise by virtue of glycine being fonaod £vm the large pool of radio­
active glucose# Ifee overall effect would be a flatt^xingout of the 
serine specific activity curve. Khat then m^r be said ccajceraing the 
relative intiaiacy of 8«ac"ine and alanine with the primary photo-
r^thate? Serine aay be the more closely related to glycerate even 
thou^ its specific activity curve does not suggest this. Obviously, 
on© can say very little without a full knowledge of all |x>ssible 
pathways and their relative rates. Hie amassing of such knowledge can 
only be partially gained by ea^JAiaents. The use of a more 
specific substrate is definitely called for. 
idth this in mind, it was decided to attempt the feeding of 
glycine-5-0^. In this preliadnaiy eaperiaent, it was hoped to deter-
!niae i^etiier or not glycine is a truly <3^mmic metabolite in leaves. 
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fhe Fate of Leaf Glycine 
For this experiment a single, excised tobacco leaf was chosen# 
(It was apparent from earlier work that tol:»cco leaves took up water 
more rapidly than soybean leaves, A more efficimt feeding could thus 
performed with this siibjeot#) The illuminated leaf was fed nith 
1»2 ag# of glyciae-2-C^, one hoiar following excision* ®ie expeari.-
Hient was terminated aftap four hours. The following ^ ss analysis 
shows that -Uie ^oine was rapidly utiliaedi 
activity in the ^ 0% ethanol extract ^  2lj.8,000 ooimts p®p jjiinute 
aotiviigr in the hydrolysate of the ettianol«4nsoluble residue 
~ lj£K),000 counts per sdnute 
a c tivity in the crude fiber (17= 19,8U0 counts per adnute 
An analysis of the igrdrolysate showed the foUowing distribution! 
activity in starch = 280,0(K) counts p«p minute, 
activity in protein = 120,000 counts per rainute* 
The distribution of activity in the above protein is shown in 
Table 7. 
It is evident that glycine is cietaboliaed at a rate in excess of 
its direct converaicsa to protein* The Bsajor utilization of its 
activity is in the formation of starch. This is a result raniniscsat 
of that found in animals (5) • The most likely e:^lanation for this be­
havior is that the glucose to glycine conversion is an eqpiilitovBa 
jKPocess (i*e*, reversible)# 
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Table 7 
Th« !3l0tribatlon of ^ no Acid Radioaotivity 
Tobacco Leaf Protein Following the Uptake of 
Qayeine-E-^!^ in the Ilg^it. 
Aalno acid Per cent aotivitiy in the protein 
aspartie acid 9.U 
glut^c acid 10,3 
serim 26.2 
glycine 22.5 
alandlne 11.7 
l^an^lalanine lt.7 
leuoine 5.6 
others* 9,k 
^xighly t^ual distributicaJi betwea tyrosine, valine, proline, 
arglslne, and cystine (not positivel^ir idtontifiedi} 
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The glycine to serine converaion has occurred to the extent 
teat the protein serine has a hi^er total ac'feLvity than tiie protein 
^cine. 
The B»th@rleatte carbon of glycine is an effective precursor of 
sjMy of -tile identified asdno acida. An interesting fact in this con­
nection is the relatively lai^e araount of glycine activity incorporated 
into leucine* (Woric with eacposed leaves revealed little activ-
ity in leaoine«) Other workers (18) have demonstrated the effec­
tiveness of acetate as a leucine precursor in a yeast, Torulopais 
utills* 
In order to detei^idne ifliether or not the inooiporation of the 
me-y^lene carbon is i^receeded ty deo(»!$>osition of i^e g^cim to tDo« 
one-carbon units, the hydrochloride of HietJqrlaraine««G^ was admin­
istered. (This ooBipouad could arise directly ly decarboxylation of 
glycine#) However, toe feeding of ^ is substrate did not result in 
the labeling of anjr of the coDRKjn metabolites, ffiie activll^ was pre­
sent in only one coapound; possibly an alkaloid. Further work was not 
perfom®d. 
The Sjjmthesis of Phenylalanine in Leaves 
It is a well reooipaised fact that certain anlno acids possess 
unique structures itoch cannot be readily formed froa carbohydrate in 
-^e aniiaal body* In two oases, tyrosine and phenylalanine, the 
"traiqumess" is represented ty an aromatic ring. 
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Green plants obviously possess the ability to form these, as 
liell as all other, aalno acids* It is therefore necessary for plants 
to have an ensipffi s^ston (or systems) capable of transfonaing t^e 
photosynthate (carbohydrate) to ar<a>atic structures• Of interest in 
this respect is the site of sudi transformations* One should Hire 
know whether the total agmttiesis can occur in leaf tissue or whether 
a necessaiy pi^cursor is formed ly the root systeta. For this purpose, 
one hour exposures were mde with illuiainated, excised leaves. 
I^e leaves used weire a soybean leaf ejEcised twelve hours before, and 
a tobacco leaf excised ei^t d^s before the exp^oent* The isolation 
and d^;radation of phez^lalanine was performed as described on p* 1(3* 
She results are shown in Table 8 and indicate that the ring may be 
totally (^thesised in the leaf (from COg)* A discussion ocaioerning 
the m^chanisa of phraoylalanine synthesis is not warranted due to its 
approximately uniform labeling. It is, however, interesting to specu­
late on its origin from a seven carb<m compound such as the metabol* 
ically significant sedoheptulose via shikiMc acid* 
A Tissue ¥xm Homogeneous Cell Preparation 
In order to «Kpedite the feeding of lab^ed substrate, and to 
insure statistical sampling, a new laethod was evolved* 
It was found in this laboratozy that soybeans, suitably ground 
in buffer, yielded a very large number of apparently intact paren-
<^Qnaa cells* (these cells seeia to be but loosely "stuck together" 
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Talile 8 
!Rie lEstrilmtlon of Radioaotdinty ia Pixenylalaaine 
S^t^iesiBed tssr Eassised taavee Daring 
one Hour in C%j. 
l^sitioa of aeUviV* Specific activity 
(in cotmts per ainate per sig* of carboi}) 
SoFfbean leaf fobaoco leaf 
(B^-s 12 hours) (E^= 8 dsgrs) 
a ly* (total) 5.8±0,3 6,0 ±0,3 
carbcm 3 j^ms ring 
(benaolc acdd) 5.3 ±0,2 5«7±0.3 
Mng (aniliae) 5.6 ±0,6 $•$±0,6 
carl^ 3 3,5 ±0*6^ 9,040,7® 
7.0 ±0.6^ 
^Siuffibering used is as followsi C6H5C%CaQ02H 
^detendaed lay difference betHeerx benaoic acid and aniline 
*^(teter»iaed bgr p<^lyphosphoric-hydro»ylaaine raethod, p» 
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and are easily »}ueesed throu|^ the ruptured epidermis* The mrrs is 
not %me of toba^oo leaves. In this case, an identical grinding 
resiilts only in broken cells and particulate laatter#) Inasisuch as 
t^ese cells oould be suspended in a liquid medium* both feeding and 
tlaed sampling of a honogeneous population could be effected very 
simply, l^th this in mind, extensive investigations were carried out 
to test the feasibility of the method* 
Soybean leaves were carefully ground in 0*25 H sucrose and 0.05 
M phosphate buff^ (pR 6*8) at about C. A test tube hoaao^mizer 
with a loosely fitting pesMe was used and the resulting suspension 
was filtered tiirough bolting silk (rou^ly 100 threads/inch)* ^e 
filtrate mis oentrifuged at vezy low speed (about 80 revolutions 
l»r ninttte) for several ninutes* (It was found that oentrifugation at 
higher speeds resulted in al-nsost ecxaplete loss of the ability to 
photosynthesise*) Upon discarding the supernatant and resui^imding 
the cells in imtrient solution (Hoagland*s No* 1 or etc*), a 
tissue^ifree pxi^aration of intact paroiefayBia cells was obtained 
(see Jig* 12). 
An iUuminated, fresh cell preparation was capable of fixing 
at a rate corresponding to one«>fifth that of a normal leaf <m 
the basis of ehlorophyll conoentration. The intact leaf and the cell 
^Feeding was accoi^^shed in a therfflostated, shakoi Warburg 
vessel* was iidj(i>ly tipped into tli^ suspension from the 
side arm* 
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Pig. 12, Photomicrograph of Sc^bean Leaf Cells# 
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stwpenslon shoned qualitatLre equi^naleoice in the formation of 
soluble prodaets (Fig. 13) and atarch-G^, but were vastly different 
in their abilities to synthesize protein* 
A leaf formed about 15^ of the total 80$ ethanol«insoluble ma-
terial as protein i^ile the oell preparation formed essentially none. 
The latter system was subjected to various tin»> tea^rature, and 
nutrient oondltions without finding appreciable radioactivity in the 
protein, the following is a partial list of attempted variations: 
(1.) H ne vaxled from 1 minute to 8 hours 
o o (2.) Tweperature varied from 21.6 - 26.6 G« 
(3.) Nutrient soluticoist 
(a) Hoagland's No. 1 
(b) '{oagland*s Ho, 1 plus 0.002 M 
(o) Hoagland's No. 1 plus 0.002 M plus 0.05 M 
I^osphate buffer (pH 6.8) 
(d) (o) plus 0.25 H sucrose 
(e) (e) plus 0.02 H amino acid solution (a rdxtiire of 
all normally oocurrlng amino acids in the pro* 
portions with irtiich th^ occur in leaf protein). 
Washing the cells Irfioroughly ly resuspending four times in fresh 
solutions also had little effect. 
Neither ^ oine-^-G^ nor glucose-G^ were used detectably by 
the oells. 
\ 
3 0 min. PS Soybea n 
Leaf Cells frucfose \ 
/ mk A olucose alanine-— 
glufamic 
glyceric 
sucrose 
r 
o 
s $ 
BABI^ 
30min.PS Soybean 
Leaf frucfose 
alanine # 
glutamic 
glyceric 
raffinose 
glucose 
sucrose 
BABW 
ca oo 
Fig, 13• Radioautographs of Photosynthetic Products 
Formed by Leaf Cells and a Leaf, 
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The above facts could be explained if -Wie cells obtained ty 
grinding we«> an atypical saraple of those in the leaf (for example* 
if only smescmtf low protein forming cells wre obtained). That 
absence of protein synthesis was not an artifact, arising frcaa the 
Effithod of preparation, was shorn as follows* 
An intact leaf was exposed to light for two hours* 
A cell suspension was then made from one-half of the leaf b^r the usual 
technique* The ground residue, Uie cell suspension (supernatant 
and cells) and the intact leaf half were analyzed for radioactivity. 
The results are shown in Table 9®'* It is evident that iJie cells ob­
tained are capable of protein synthesis in their nozmial environflmt* 
These cells accounted for rou^ly 8656 of tiie total protein radio-
activity in the ground leaf<4ialf« 
Doling a 30 Mimt. photosynthesis In a oeJl suspension 
had accuaailated a];^roximately 3$% of its 80^ ethanol-soluble radio­
activity in the form of the amino acids} fCLanine, ^utamine, aspartio 
acid, glycine, and swine* It is t^us certain that the failure of the 
ceU preparation to form protein is rat correlated with the inability 
to form amino acids from photogynthate* The ^ stem is therefore 
Although two halves of t^e same leaf need not be identical, it 
neveziiheless appears strange 'Uiat the activity of the 80% ethanol 
insoluble materials should be so divergent* The much liwer total 
activity in the insoluble materials of the isolated leaf fractions, 
leads one to suspect that the grinding operation releases large 
amounts of newly formed starch* 
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Table 9 
fhe Sistritrntiloxi Badioactivity is Isolated Z<eaf 
Fractions and Intact Leaf Tissue Following a 
Two Hour Bisposxire to C^2 in the Li^t* 
Mstrilwtion Radioacti'vity in counts/nimte 
Cells Supernatant^ Leaf residue Intact leaf 
80?£ ethanol aolublei 1,200,000 2,000,000 1,000,000 U,700,000 
1,133,000 1,820,000 955,000 3,100,000 
neutral plus 
anion 
cation (free 
aiflino acids) 
neutral plus 
aiiioa 
r.r.Mon 
(protein) 
crude fiber* 
totalt 
67,000 70,000 
60^ ethanol Insolablet 892,000 
1*92,000 
U00,000 
59.000 
lt5,ooo 
816,000 
752,000 
62^,000 
250^000 
290,000 
3,290,000 
2,716,000 
57lt,000 
Mh9P9. 
2,151,000 2,000,000 2,066,000 8,103,000 
Presumba^ materials in the clear 8i3Q>ematant would be 
soluble in 80^ ethanol* An exception to thia^> hoverer, would be the 
eytoplasmic protein released ly rupture of sose cells during grixwiing* 
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tiaique Is that it deociiurtrates piHstein sijnithttsla to be a niore 
sitlire reaction l^btaa j^otoagmthesia* GomvxttUis t^is smsil^TLtyt 
it is interesting to note that the asdno acid ineoxporaldi^ system 
of Peteracm and (}rem\^rg (21^) x«|4.dl;;^ lost its aotivil^^ even at 
o 0 0. 
She xmtttre of the malfanction^ i^ereby i»reno!^7aa protein 
QSmthesds oeaees^ is of considerable interest* Sach knowledge mi^t 
laake possible an tmdmrstanding of the normal mechanism of aadno acid 
incorporation in leases* IMf Ofrtunatelyji another |^](y%lologioal laal* 
fonctlon octmrs a short tiiae after prej^ation* It was observed 
that rate of photossmthei^s (as swasured Ta^ C^02 plckap) de*' 
creased r^i^dlj ifith the age of the ifxreparation^ without visible 
sign of cellular deterioration# The loss in the abilitgr to assiia-
il^e 0^2 essantiany logarithadlc, only 20% of the original 
rate reaaained after one hour at 23® G. (in low light int^isit^)* 
It iSf of coarsoy possible that the same factors \^idb. negate protein 
(^thesis are also respomsible for the degradation of the photo-
s^rnthetio systwai* 
I^splte the failTire of tids sifstem to yield practical results^ it 
is felt toat farther woric in this direction nMQr be jiistified. The 
aaintainence of a noraal physiological response in the free cells 
would inake possible the sort of approach which has proven so prof* 
itable in the aniaal field. 
n 
Aaino Acid and Prot^ %nthe8ia in the Dark 
A vital eonsidera'y.on in jirotein (^thesis by leaves, is the 
role plaored bgr ll#t. Il?^t iJiay stimlate protein (synthesis tgr jaw-
^dii^ sabsteat© amd energy. IS»@Ui©r the ©aopgjr is supplied tgr 
direct conversion of photons to peptide bond energy, or ty respira-
tional ©nergf pawided photoagrnthetlcal3y fojrmed laoleoules, is a 
matter of scHce inteirest* 
There is olear evidence that ATP aagr supply the energy for the 
priumy fomation of peptide bonds If t^is is assumd to be 
the case in leaf protein ^Tnthesis, one }})ight escpect that the absence 
of Ught would not diMMsh 'tiie rate of inoorporaticsa of amino acids 
into protein* Goodnan, Bradley, and Calvin (23) have ehom that ATP 
is utilissed aore rapidly in ttoe light than In dark, fhe phospiiosyla-
tlon of photosyn-toetlc intermediates and fonaation of polysaccharides 
evidently mal^s heavy demands on the AfP pool. It is thus conceivable 
that lif^t eould decrease the rat© with which a particular amino 
acid is inc<a'porated into protein. 
A some^^t ateemuiazy pxirpose of this exp^lfisent was to determine 
the capabilities and llrdtations of dark reactions in i^e synthesis 
of amino adds# For example, it was hoped to leam "Hdiether all the 
^A possible imhanism is the Initial formation of an amno add 
idiosphate. Black and Gfer^ (6) have recenUy (ieaonstrated an AIP 
re<^ring mssyoe system which prodaces aspar%i idiosphate from as» 
part^c add. 
n 
essmtlal aisim acids could be t^us e^l^esisod* ioifinsenf 0i 
(2) £&md that incorporatioii into liver slices insulted in 
labeled aspartic addj glutarnic acid, and ar^iiine* Other workers 
{k$) have, in addltioaf found labeled laroline, alanine, serine, and 
^0ine. ffiLsaHar ssp^cliaBnts (l) performed with E. coll» daaon-
stx^ted the oecarrence of radioactiire aspartic and gltitamic adds, 
arginine, lysine, proline, ajad l^jreonine. In noae of the reported 
instances have the branched chain and aroisatio asiino acdds been fotmd 
with iq^preciable activity. 
A trifoliate inybeaa leaf was excised six hours prior to feeding. 
!Kie petiole was kept in Hoagland^s IJO» 1 solution (25) before and 
during feeding, (toe hour before feeding cojajaenced, Vhb leaf was in­
serted into a ^ ss feeding chcus^r and placed in ocmplete darkness* 
C% fed into the grstm. At the end of 20 hours, the Osaf «a. 
killed, ^ ractod, and muOysed* The gross assay of this mterial is 
in Table 10* ^ese data show a prepondarance of amino acdds in 
both of the main fractions# The ratio of protein activity to free 
araino aoid activli^ is 0^h7$» The ooiirei^ndlng photo^thesis 
eas>eriiaent (20 tours in the light) jreported on p. 58, gave a ratio of 
1.97. 
It would thiis appear that leaves in the light mke better use of 
t^eir free asdno aoid pools. In ordKc to dstemdne wi^ther or not the 
9h 
Table 10 
Dlstributicai of Radiosujtivity nja a Soybean Leaf 
After 20 Hour Dark Fixation with 0^2* 
Dl8trLbutl(»i Aotivii^ (ootrnts/ocLnate) 
B0% ethanol solublet 
cation 
neutral plus anion 
80^ ethanol iasolublei 
cation 
neutral pl\ui axd.m 
160,000 
122,000 
38,000 
6lt,000 
$8,000 
6,000 
cradfl fiber ag«) 2.000 
9$ 
1cm ul^lizatioo ot amino adds holds for all the aiaino acide^ the 
ai^poiwprlate ratios of Hhe two leaves have been coB^jared (Table !!)• 
From an eacaiataaticai of Table H, it is appar^t that the effect 
is mm<«t}nifoxm« The leaf i^ch had mlergone the daxic fixation had 
lotii»?ed ratios for aspartioji glutaaio« serine^ and probably alanine* 
B&mv&vf in this leaf, "Wie protein glycine to free glycine is ten 
tia^ 'l^at of the i^toiaijmthesiBi!:^ leaf* The reason for this is not 
clear* 
If <aie assumed that the ®dark** and "light" leaves were uasKSer-
^sing identical changes in loetabollte pool sise, one mi^ con-
clMe that there was a real difference in the rates of aiaino add 
incorporati<m. However, stich an asmui^tion does not seem warranted* 
®ie distxlbati<m of activity in the cation fractions is given in 
l^ble 12* lo activity was obswrved in any of the laranched chain or 
arc^tic &mino acids* In view of the hi^ level of dark formed 
gl^ine, it is curious that these cozapounds were not forssed. As was 
shoiai in Tata.e 7, ^cine«^<»<J^ was an effective precursor of boto 
phesylsO-anine and leucine dtiring photosynthesis* A not unlikely ex* 
planation lies in the possibility that the dark forjasd glycine con-
tained the bulk of its activil^ in liie carboagrl carbon iU$) and that 
leiKsine and pheijylalanine are foriaed prijsiarily from the glycine 
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Table n 
fhe Belative Incorporation of Free Amino Acids 
Into I.eaf Protein During light and Dark 
Exposures to C^2* 
atdid Ratio of protein to free amino acid radioaotivitij^ 
Leaf 
20 hours in the ligbtt 20 hours in the darkt 
aspartic acid 
({due asparagine} 0»70 0.28 
glutaMc acid 
(plus glutaffline) 7.25 0.67 
serine 3#13 0.99 
glycine 1.77 18.0 
alanine 5.1 3.1 
^activity in the protein asdno acid divided ly the activilgr in 
the free amino aoid 
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Table 12 
The Mstrlbation of Hadloaotivitty in Free and 
Protein Aadno Aoids Following a 20 Hour 
Expoture to ^ Dark. 
Amino a«id e«at of andno ^ id activity in the cation fiction 
Free aMno aoids Protein a^ino aci(^ 
ai^>az*tic acid 6»8 23.8 
aepsoragine 3ii.2 — 
glutasiie acid 23»5 19.0 
^utaxdne 0,0 
— 
serine 6«8 lU.2 
glycine oa« 1.0 31.0 
alanine oa« 1*0 k.9 
arginine 35*2 0.0 
oilers 2*3® 
^did not eorrespond to knoim materials m the papez^raios 
did not eon^eepcmd to tirea (a not unlikely possiMlli^ if the 
arginine deoc^s^sed dusilng hgrdrol^sis) 
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carbon®# Itos woiad also eagplain lesser activities were 
fouad in the leucine said phaaylalanine derived via photosjrnthetic 
inccMpporation of O^Og. In this case, the ^ oine is labeled urd-
forsly (U?) so that oi^ oae-^ialf of its total activity would result 
in p^tiylalaEdne and leucine. It thus sems possible that the 
appearaace of labeled leucine and jdxenylalanine he related to the 
raadOBdaatLon of activity in ;^oto8ynthetioal3y fonted ^ cine (via 
foraation of a sQmetrical two carbon c<»i|}ou&d, etc.). IThe special 
laetaboliata idiich results in randoisLssation may ala» result in the 
aethyl®Eie gjfoup being tacansferred to leucine. Ihe fact that such 
rafdd randomisation is characteristdc of photosynthetic syst^ins 
indicate that li^t pl^s a specific role ia the aetabolism of gly­
cine and hence in the synthesis of branched and aroiaatic structxires* 
A means of demonstrating this mi#t be the adteinistratim of 
gJycino^'-O^ to a leaf in oosiplete darkness# The ncaa-appearance of 
lal^led Imcine and ^ lenylalanlne w^uld indicate that utilisaticai 
of glycine was light conferolled. 
\€Lth reference a^n to Table 12« another fact may be noted* 
!Kxis is the irery high level of activity in arginine (ilg. lli). Pre­
vious easpexiiaents seCLdora shoved appreciable activity in tMs co!^>ouijd, 
®!Hiis latter aaeuE^^tlon ia not borne out by the voxk of Sirens-
vtrd, et al» (11), foimd that acetate cartooayl ways used prefer-
®itikl3y iE leucine bioi^thesis. 
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0'~ gi mne 
alanine and 
gluf amine 
as par agine 
glycine 
serine 
glutamic acid 
a sp arfic acid 
A. 
f argmine 
origin 
asparfic 
and 
glutamic 
B. 
origin 
Fig. ll^« Radioautographs of Flpee Amino Acids Formed During a 20 
Hour Dark Fixation: A. Chromatograra (inin in pH 12 
b^xffered phenol), B» Paper ELectrophoretogram (run in 
pH 8«6 barbiturate buffer). 
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and tbeo only in protein incorporated arglnine« (In the mature leaf 
evidently arginin® turns over, or is fonaedi vwry slovly.) It seems 
raider reiaax^l^ timt the dark formed arginine is not incorporated 
into protein* This would seem to be an indication that light 
effect ^ e fozmtitm of peptide bonds* It is possible that li^t 
enw^aes the phosjdiotylation of arginlne, thus making peptide 
formation possible* However, it would be a difficult laatter to 
un^rstaiMl nibsr respirational energy oould not senre the ame pur* 
pose in the dazic* 
Previous winrk (1,2,^5) has shown that arginine, formed ly the 
(iyu'k fixation of ccmtained the balk of its activity in the 
guanido earbon* This has been attributed to the active operatic^ of 
the "OiTsithine C^le* (26), It was thus felt worthwhile to determine 
the activity m the guanido pofdtion* For this pux^jose, the la­
beled az^inine was isolated and degradM as described on p. 53* The 
results are shown in Table 13, and require little eoment* It seems 
quite certaiJi that the "Oamithine Cycle* is operative in soybean 
leaves* 
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Table 13 
The OLstribution of Radioactivity in Arglnine Formed 
tgr a 20 Hour Dark Exposure to C^^g. 
Position of radioactlvily Radioactivity 
oounts/iainute % of total activity 
arglnin# 17617 100^ 
guanido carbon 132 ± 6 7^% 
A number of conclusions may be based on this experisaent* 
Proti^n synthesis or turnover occurs in the dark* 
The bz^oached chain and aroinatio amino acids are not formed via 
dark fixation of COg in tiie sc^bean leaf* 
The ratios of activity in protein a^nino acids to free «aino acdds 
are Afferent in l^e dark and in the li^t* This ma^ indicate a 
differmce in the rate with t^ch the asnino acids eater protein tinder 
the tiro condil^ons. 
The hi^ level of arginine activity^ and Hie position of ac-felv* 
ity in arginlne» point to an active "Ornithine Cycle" in soybean 
leaves. 
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Affllao Aold and Pxvtsln ^ smthesis in Young Leaves 
In on^ to grow at a normal rate« it is essfflxtlal for ^  
iinna^are leaf to rapidly SQmthesise protedLn and hence all the anino 
acids. "Hie slow rate with which GOg enters phengrlalanine* tifrosine^ 
leueine, and valine in the laateire leaf would appear to be inoon-
sistcmt with the rapid net protein sismthesis in young leaves* It 
seem nnlikely l^at these leaves eould maintain an i^|»*eciable growth 
rate if the presence of these aadno acids was rate liid.^ng» If 
this is trae, it follows that young leaves mst have a particularly 
effective mma of aynthesising branched chain and aromatic amino 
acids* To test this postxilate^ a sii^le esqperiment was perfonaed. 
C%2 was fed to an immature (i*e*« esqpandlng) soybean leaf whose 
fresh wei#t was IhS mg* (a fully esq^anded trifoliate leaf, as grown 
in this laboratory^ p« $6^ weired about 1400 tog*)* After an ex­
posure period of four hoars in the li#t> the leaf was esccised* killed^ 
and analysed. Table lit ^ows the gross distribution of radioactivity* 
The significant feature of this analysis is tAe high activil^ incor­
porated in protein (fig* 15) • In this ease^ the pzvtein activity 
amounted to 27% of the total leaf activity, while the highest figure 
yet obtained witii a nature leaf was 11^* 
!Oie distxlbution of radioactive aioino acids as shoim in Table 
15 is reminiscent of that in Table 7. However, it is evident that 
the aforeasenticaied esscmitial amino acids ax^ produced at a much 
greater rate, from (X>2t then those aynthesiaed in a mature leaf* 
(TaM.e li)« ^gcsrous leaf-growth is accompanied tgr vigorous aynttieeis 
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Table lit. 
The Dlstribtt^on of Radioaotivilgr in a 
Toung I>eaf Following a Four Hour 
Exposure to 0^2 light# 
FraetioQ BaMoaoUrity in oounts/sdjxate 
80^ ethanol««olub3Le 
neutredl flus ani&a 
cation 
80^ ethanol*>insolubl« (HCl'*8oluble) 
neutral anion 
oati<m 
3,700,000 
3,130,000 
570,000 
5,200,000 
2,600,00) 
2,600,000 
Crude fiber (HCE-dnaoluble) 
_SSli29S. 
9,86lt,000 
lolt 
leucine 
phenylalanine 
va/rne 
fyrosine 
alanine 
glutamic 
glycine 
serine 
asparfic 
ofners 
origin 
Radioautograph of Protein Amino Acids Formed 
Bijr an Imraatiire Leaf (chromatogram run in 
n-butanol, acetic acid, and water). 
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Table 15 
The Qlstribatlon of Radioactivltgr in Free and Prot«ln 
Anino Aoidfl of an Immaturd Leaf Fo3Lloid.ng a liour 
laposare to 
Ai^no add Free aniixu} aoids Protein ssoino adds 
% actiid.1^ % activity 
aspcuriiie 27 .U 9.1 
glutasio 35.3 8,0 
^cine 3.0 16.3 
serine 17.5 11,9 
alanine 16,2 13.9 
tyrosine 0,0 7.Ji 
idieoirlalanine 0.0 8,9 
leuksine 0,0 7.8 
valine® 0.0 ii,0 
argliidne plus lysine^ 0.0 9.ii 
®aot posi^vely identified 
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of essential aid.no aci^. Considfiring the priiaitive state of our 
knowledge oomseming »ach syn^eem, IMs age-dlfferentl^ effect 
is inexiJlioalale* However, it is a proTocative speciilaticin that 
leaf senescmce, aiwi the inability of mature leaf cells to divide, 
my be correlated with this j^enoaenm. 
The leucine was degraded as described on p. Ii7. It is seen from 
!^ble 16 that the distribution of aotivily is essentially unifor®# 
Table 16 
The of Radioactlvitsr in Leooine foriaed 
Daring a U Hour Essposure to i« tim light. 
Labeled poi^tl««i* Badioactivit^ in oounts/isinmte/mg. of carbon 
total 9$ ±3^ 
carbon 5 93 i 3 
carbon $ 101110 
carlwa 1 90 ± 3 
GH3 
^error includes both counting and weighing 
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©lis is an esqpected result if the leucine arose froa a ^ ^rametidoally 
labeled glycine (see p. 98). It is interesting that both phenyl­
alanine (p» 83) and leucine should be xmiformly labeled after such a 
rela^vely short time* 
In conclusion, it sho Id be maationed that# althou^ soro of the 
essential asd.no aoi(to were formed at high levels of activity, others 
were not detectable (e»g», methionine, iaoleucine, tryptoi^an, etc«)« 
This would indicate that these materials were formed primarily 
during some other phase of leaf growth or nietabolism* 
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sufsiAsr 
the aid of carbon-Ub^ various studies on amino acid and 
protein aetaboHsm have been carried out. 
It was found t^iat eascii^on of aoybeaa leaves resulted in a 
deoreaied uptake of labeled asiino acids to £ovm protein. ^ in* 
creasing the tiims between exQision and easposure to C%2' a i!iore or 
less ^ eaded series of the ratioy aisino acid-'C^ to protein-C^, 
eould be obtained* In a series of esqn^sientsj one« four, eightji azid 
timntar hours, excdsed leaves appeared to i»*efer^tially inooxporate 
free glutaaate-C^ into jarotein glutamte-C^. IMs led to the con-
cluaion that there was either a selectivitiy in iwotein turnover, or 
a net ^ thesis <x£ glutamate-^lch protein. &3X atteinpt was made to 
deteii^olne vMoh nechanism was correct bj the isolation of Individ* 
ual leaf proteixui via paper electrofdioresis. 
A tobaoco leaf» excised for 8 days* incorporated ajadno acid-C^ 
into protein at fl^prosdUaately two-thirds of the rate shown an 
attached leaf. In this case, there was no preferential ixicorporation 
of glataaate»C^. !!owever, there was soiae indication that 
aspartate-C^ was preferentially incorporated in the attached leaf. 
A leaf pmieh technique was used to obtain a statistically valid 
pieture of asdno aoid turnover during photo^ntheeis in 
results indioated that both alanine and 8«rine are rapidly turning ovar. 
However, glycine accounts for the raajor activilgr in protein following 
a X$ minute e9q}osure to G^g. 
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In order to studgy the aetaboHam of leaf ^ eine during photo-
s^thesis, ^ cine-5-C^ was fed to a tobacco leaf for It hours# 
It was foond that the ne^lene carbon is an effective precursor of 
leucine and phesgrXalanine as well as the non-essential acids; 
aspartate^ ^utamate^ aexdne, and alanine* However^ the sind.lar 
adininistratioa of iieth5rlaffline«<!^ (hydrochloridB) did not result in 
idle labeling of mty identifiable metabolite. 
The jiiwqrlalanine-C^, isolated from e»3ised tobacco and s(^-
bean leaves, which had photosynthesiaed for one hour in 
degraded, fhe results indicated that the s^thesis of the aromatic 
ring occurred in the leaf. 
A stu(^ was mde of the amino acid and protein rsuiloactivity 
foraed in the dark fcy eaiposure of a soiybean leaf to {^^2 20 
hours. It was cox^sluded thatt 
(1.) Parot^n aomthesis or turnover occurred in the dark. 
(2.) l%te branched chain and arcHsatic amino acids were not 
foz«»d via dark fixation. 
(3*) ®ie ratios of aclAvitgr in protein amino acids to free 
aiaino acids in the dark were different from those in the 
li^t. 
(li.) The highest level of activity was found in arginine. 
Seventy five per cent of this activity las in the guanido 
group. These facts pointed to an active "Ornithine 
Qyole** operating in leaves. 
no 
The pr«paratioxi and properties of a hoiaogeneous leaf "cen 
auspmadon ^ re domonstx^ted* the results indicated the protedLn 
incorporating system of the leaf to be more labile thaai the i^oto-
spithetie sgrsteiB* 
AffiLno acid and prot<d.n s^thesis in young leaves was studied. 
7he results showed that ea|>anding s<^bean leaves produced certain 
essential amino acids from more rapidly than did laattsre 
leaves* 31ie leoelne thus fcurased was degraded and showed an essentlally 
unifona distribution of 
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